
 

 

 
By Instructions of a retained client  
 

LARGE SALE OF UNUSED ENGINEER’S 
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT 

BIDDING ENDS 

From 1pm  Wednesday 10th March 2021 

VIEW 

By Appointment with Kevin Clarke of Astoca by calling 07598 540790  

AT 

Astoca 
C/O SafeStore 
1 Russell Street  
Kelham Island, 
Sheffield  
S3 8RW 
 

COLLECTION DAYS 

By appointment with the Seller; all lots must be collected by 17th March latest 

BUYERS PREMIUM 

15% plus VAT 

NOTICE 

This is a full PPE Site – visitors must wear adequate PPE at all times 
 
At the close of the timed Online Auction Sale final bid figures will be submitted to the seller for its approval and any Bid shall be 
subject to approval and acceptance by the Company/Seller.  
 
No bid may be withdrawn and the Company/Seller does not bind himself to accept the highest Bid or any other Bid placed in 
the course of the online Auction Sale. 
 
Reacting to the latest government announcements, we have to plan on this situation being the new normal and we will do all that we 
can to make Viewing and Collections as risk free as possible. You are reminded that All lots are available to view via our Online 
auction platforms. 
 
In order to protect both you and our staff we are taking immediate steps to help limit the spread of Coronavirus (COVID-19). This 
involves limiting physical contact on site. 
 
To ensure we are doing everything possible to reduce the risk of infection for both our customers and colleagues, we will be 
introducing some distancing measures for View days and collections.  
Please limit attendance on site to only one member of firm or family for viewing, and as small number as possible to deal with 
collection of your lots. All Viewing and Collections will now require an appointment. 



 

 

 

 
1 SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

These Special Conditions of Sale should be read in conjunction with the General 
Conditions of Sale  for Online Auctions posted at www.eddisons.com and contained 
within this catalogue. 

 
2 VIEW 
 The lots will be on view on By Appointment with Kevin Clarke of Astoca by calling 
07598 540790 

NB The Auctioneers hereby specifically exclude liability for any accident or injury howsoever arising, sustained by any 
person or persons who may attend at the premises for the purpose of the auction, inspection, purchaser, collection or 
any other  business.  Children under the age of 16 are strictly not allowed on the auction premises 

 
3 SALE 

Bidding Ends: From 1pm Wednesday 10th March 2021 – please note that should any 
bid be received during the last 10 minutes of the sale, the chance to bid on that 
particular lot will be extended to 10 minutes.  Important – when bidding do not forget 
to refresh your screen to ensure you are aware of all current bids. 

 

4 REGISTRATION 
 To register for this sale visit www.eddisons.com and click on the appropriate sale. 
 

5 BUYERS PREMIUM 
A Buyers Premium of 15% plus VAT will be charged on all lots in addition to the 
hammer price. 

 

6          VALUE ADDED TAX (VAT) 
            VAT at the applicable rate will be added to all purchasers invoices.  
 

For all EU & International purchasers you will have to pay the VAT in the first 
instance and once we receive copies of bills of lading and delivery notes 
confirming the delivery of goods to the final destination, which is to our 
satisfaction we will refund the VAT.  VAT is not refundable on the buyer’s 
premium. The bills of lading will need to quote the Invoice Number and 
Eddisons Auction number, in order for us to match up your bills of lading with 
the correct invoice. We require these documents within two months of the 
invoice date.  

 

7 DECLARATION 
 All invoices will be emailed on Wednesday 10th March 2021 
 

8 PAYMENT TERMS 
 Full payment is required within 24 hours of the sale closing  
 (A) GENERAL 
 
 ALL LOTS MUST BE PAID FOR BEFORE COLLECTION.   

No purchaser shall be entitled to remove any lot, or part thereof, until full payment 
has been made to the Auctioneers for every lot purchased. 
 

(B) PAYMENT 
 
 ACCEPTED METHODS OF PAYMENT ARE: 

http://www.eddisons.com/


 

 

 Online Payments: 
 Debit Cards (Visa, Maestro/Switch, and Solo) – UK based only 

For the payments to be processed correctly please make sure you use the correct 
registered card address. Any other address will cause the transaction to fail. Please 
make sure you have sufficient funds before payment.  

 
 Bank Transfer Payments: 

Faster Payments Service or CHAPS – Please quote invoice number or buyer 
number as reference 

 
We DO NOT accept cash or cheques as payment please use the methods 
above. 

 
 For bank transfers: 
 Barclays Bank PLC                                                                                                                               
 Barclays Business Centre                                                                                                                          
 PO Box B72  
 17 Market Place                                                                                                                                        
 Huddersfield  
 HD1 2AB 
 
 Eddisons Commercial Limited 
 Plant & Machinery Clients Account 
 Account No: 40860484 
 Bank Sort Code: 20 48 46 
 Swift Code: BARCGB22 
 IBAN Code:  GB97BARC20484640860484 
 

9 ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING PROCEDURES 
The Law now requires that proof of identity must be presented to register at the sale. 
This can be provided either with a current signed passport, current full UK driving 
licence or utility bill. Cash deposits will NOT be accepted as an alternative proof of 
identification. Cash payments will not be accepted. 

 
 

10 BUYING INSTRUCTIONS 
Bidding is conducting online direct through the link on our website. All bids will be 
subject to client approval.  

 

11 TRANSFERS 
Eddisons will not recognise the sale of accounts (or parts of accounts) to third parties 
and we will only accept payment from and allow removal of items by the successful 
bidders themselves of their  appointed agent. 

 

12 PURCHASE OF GOODS THROUGH A FINANCE COMPANY 
Please notify us well in advance of the sale if you are intending to purchase through a 
finance company.  This is to ensure the finance company is able to make payment in 
accordance with the General & Special Conditions of Sale 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

13  REMOVAL OF LOTS 



 

 

 By appointment with the Seller; all lots must be collected by 17th March latest during 
the hours of 9am and 4.00pm.    
 The goods are at risk of the Buyer immediately upon receipt of invoice from the 
Auctioneers and should be removed as soon as possible for security reasons.  
Eddisons reserve the right to charge  £5 + VAT per day for lots not collected within 
the removal deadline 

 

14 INSURANCE 
Goods become the responsibility of the purchaser at the fall of the hammer and we 
would recommend purchasers insure against all risks. (See Conditions of Sale). 

 

15 COLLECTION NOTES 
Purchasers must produce a Collection Note at the time of taking delivery of their Lots 
and Collection Notes will be issued by the Auctioneers only when they are satisfied 
that payment has been received 

 

16  COLLECTION SERVICE PROVIDERS 
Transnet is a courier company who are able to collect items on your behalf. To 
enquire about prices  and to arrange collection and delivery of your items, please 
contact Transnet Couriers directly on 0844 543 4433 or email 
info@transnetservices.co.uk ensuring that you quote Eddisons. 

 
 Mail Boxes, 38 Sunbridge Rd, Bradford, BD1 2DZ 
 Tel 01274726272 M:- 07976254758 
 Email:- admin@mbebradford.co.uk        www.mbebradford.co.uk 
 

These Couriers are not endorsed by Eddisons, other courier companies and 
transport services are available  

 
 Please note Eddisons does not provide a packing and boxing service. 
 

 

 
  

mailto:info@transnetservices.co.uk
mailto:admin@mbebradford.co.uk
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/1dlqBFX7GRNSZ?domain=mbebradford.co.uk


 

 

 
1. Interpretation 

 In these General Conditions the following definitions apply: 

 “Auction” any auction (whether a Live Auction or an Online Auction and whether conducted independently or 
simultaneously) conducted pursuant to these General Conditions and the Special Conditions; 

 “Auctioneer” the person conducting the Auction or to whom the conduct of the Auction is delegated under General 
Condition 7.12 below; 

 “Bidder” any person who offers to purchase any Lot whether by bidding at Auction or offering to purchase by 
private treaty or tender; 

 “Bid” an offer to purchase any Lot whether by bidding at Auction or offering to purchase by private treaty or tender, 
and “Bids” and “Bidding” shall be construed accordingly; 

 “Buyer” any person who agrees to purchase any Lot whether at Auction or by private treaty or tender and as 
determined under General condition 7.9 below; 

 "Buyer's Premium" a commission payable by the Buyer on the completion of a Sale the amount of which is set 
out in the Special Conditions; The Auctioneer, when acting as Agent for the Seller, may also receive commission 
from the Seller. 

 “Catalogue” the catalogue incorporating these General Conditions and the Special Conditions; 

 "Clearance Date and Time" the date and time on which all Lots must be removed by the Buyer from the Location 
as specified in the Special Conditions; 

 “Company” Eddisons Commercial Limited; 

 "Deposit" the sum payable by the Buyer to the Company as set out in the Special Conditions; 

 "Live Auction" any auction conducted at the Location or at such other location(s) as shall be notified by the 
Company in the Special Conditions or in the Catalogue; 

 “Location” the premises at which the Lots are located, as detailed on the website and in the auction catalogue; 

 “Lot” any Lot described in the Catalogue, on the Website or on the Company’s invoice; 

 "Online Auction" any auction conducted over the internet via the Website pursuant to these General Conditions 
and the Special Conditions; 

 "Sale" the sale of any Lot by Auction, private treaty or tender and as determined under General Condition 7.17 
below; 

 “Seller” the person upon whose instructions the Company is conducting the Sale; 

 “Special Conditions” any additions to these General Conditions set out or referred to in the Catalogue, announced 
at Auction or otherwise specified by the Company; 

 "Website" the website at: www.eddisons.com; 

 "VAT" Value Added Tax chargeable under English Law for the time being and any similar additional tax. 

2. Application of these General Conditions 

2.1. These General Conditions apply to every Auction of any or all assets, whether tangible or intangible, conducted 
by the Auctioneer and to any Lot offered for sale in the Auction whether that Lot includes property fixed to land or 
not fixed to land or any other personal property. 

2.2. If these General Conditions have not previously been accepted by a person bidding at the Auction, bidding for 
any Lot in the Auction shall be deemed to be an acceptance by the Bidder of these General Conditions. 

2.3. These General Conditions, the Special Conditions and any terms set out in the Catalogue shall together comprise 
"Conditions of Sale". 

2.4. To the extent that these General Conditions are inconsistent with any special conditions set out or referred to in 
the Auction Catalogue or announced at the Auction, the Auctioneer may adopt the condition deemed most 
appropriate in the circumstances, decided at his sole discretion. 

2.5. These General Conditions shall be governed, construed and enforced in accordance with the law of England but:  

(a) if the Auction is held in Scotland, in accordance with the law of Scotland; 

(b) if the Auction is held in Northern Ireland, in accordance with the law of Northern Ireland. 

2.6. Any reference to writing or written shall include email.  



 

 

 

2.7. Any word or phrase having a meaning defined in these General Conditions shall have the same meaning when 
used in the Special Conditions. 

3. Identities of the Parties 

3.1. Every Bidder is required to give his name and address and provide satisfactory proof of identity and such other 
information and documentation as is required to the Company before making any Bid and in the case of: 

(a) a Live Auction by the completion of a registration form; 

(b) an Online Auction by online registration at the Website; and 

(c) a private treaty or tender by prior registration or notification of details, as and when requested by the Company. 

3.2. The Company reserves the right at any time to reject the registration of any persons and refuse access to the 
Auction at its sole discretion. 

3.3. On registration in accordance with General condition 3.1 the Bidder acknowledges that only adults aged 18 years 
and over are entitled to enter into a legally binding contract and as a result they are the only people entitled to 
register for the Auction. By registering the Bidder warrants that he is aged 18 years or older and is capable of 
forming a legally binding contract. 

4. The Seller's Instructions and Warranties 

4.1. The Seller warrants that:- 

(a) to any Lot offered for sale he will be able to pass good and unencumbered title free from third party claims; 

(b) any Lot offered for sale may lawfully be sold; 

(c) the premises where the Auction is to be held (if not the Auctioneers premises) will be safe for that purpose and 
that it will be lawful to hold the Auction there; 

(d) Errors & omissions. Details are provided in good faith. They should not be relied upon as fact and buyers must 
make their own investigations where measurements, mileage, hours, condition or authenticity are critical. Buyers 
should make themselves satisfied they are happy with the lot before they bid as viewing is available on all lots by 
prior appointment, all bids are non-retractable.  

 We strictly enforce our terms and conditions. Potential purchasers, who do not inspect lots prior to bidding, do so 
at their own risk.  

 The condition and function of an item should be confirmed by the bidder, prior to bidding, there will be NO refunds 
or allowance given after the closure of the bidding process. Your bid is your commitment to purchase, not to view 
or negotiate after the sale. Transgression of these rules will result in the bidder being blocked from taking part in 
future auctions.  

 No warranty is offered or implied; each lot is bought and sold as seen. Viewing is welcome and recommended. 

4.2. If the Seller's instructions are given by the Seller's agent, the Seller's agent warrants that he has the Seller's 
authority:  

(a) to instruct the Auctioneer; 

(b) to give the warranties set out in condition 4.1 above; 

(c) to instruct the Auctioneer to act in accordance with these General Conditions and any special conditions. 

5. The Auctioneer's Remuneration 

5.1. The Auctioneer's remuneration shall be such as has been agreed between the Seller and the Auctioneer. 

5.2. The Auctioneer may deduct his remuneration from monies received from Buyers before accounting to the Seller 
for the balance. 

6. Bidding on behalf of Another 

6.1. Unless the Auctioneer has previously acknowledged in writing that the Bidder bids as agent on behalf of a named 
principal, every Bidder shall be taken to bid on his own behalf as principal. 

6.2. If the Auctioneer has earlier acknowledged in writing that the Bidder bids as agent on behalf of a named principal, 
the Bidder warrants that he has the authority of his principal to make each bid he makes. 

6.3. Any Bidder acting as agent on behalf of a named principal shall remain liable to the Seller and the Company for 
all obligations and liabilities of his principal jointly and severally with the principal. The Bidder warrants that he 
has the authority of his principal to make each Bid made.  

 



 

 

 

7. Conduct of the Auction 

7.1. The Auctioneer offers each lot as agent of the Seller and not as principal unless otherwise indicated In the Auction 
Catalogue.  

7.2. Any Lot may be subject to a reserve price unless otherwise indicated in the Auction Catalogue. 

7.3. The Seller or his representative or the Auctioneer on his behalf may bid for any Lot unless otherwise indicated in 
the Auction Catalogue. Persons entitled to Bid pursuant to this condition 7.3 shall be entitled to place Bids on any 
Lot up to the reserve price including by placing Bids in response to other Bidders. 

7.4. The Auctioneer may at any time before close of the online auction withdraw or divide any Lot or combine any 
Lots. 

7.5. With the previous consent of the Seller, the Auctioneer may sell any Lot by private sale before or after the Auction. 

7.6. No Bid shall be retracted without the consent of the Auctioneer.  

7.7. The Auctioneer will require any Bidder to give his name and address and to provide satisfactory proof of identity 
before making any bid. The Bidder must also complete the online registration at the Auctioneer's website. 

7.8. The Auctioneer may reject any bid at his sole discretion and without being required to give a reason. 

7.9. The Buyer shall be the person who made the highest bid before the conclusion of the Sale pursuant to condition 
7.16 subject to approval and acceptance by the Company, the Auctioneers and the Seller or such other person 
as the Auctioneer may declare to be the Buyer without being required to give a reason. 

7.10. The Auctioneer may decide whether there is a dispute between Bidders, may summarily determine the dispute or 
immediately again offer the Lot for sale, in each case without being required to give a reason. 

7.11. The Auctioneer shall in every other respect decide how the Auction is to be conducted and without being required 
to give a reason. 

7.12. The Auctioneer may in his sole discretion delegate to a person whom he believes to be competent the conduct of 
the Auction in accordance with these General Conditions. 

7.13. The Auctioneer may from time to time act jointly with an associated Auctioneer who will be named in the Catalogue 
and/or in the Special Conditions. 

7.14. Lot descriptions will be amended as appropriate as and when information becomes available to the Company. 
Prospective Bidders must read Lot descriptions before making a Bid so that they are fully aware of any 
amendments to the description appearing in the Special Conditions and/or on the Website or in the Catalogue in 
relation to a particular Lot. 

7.15. A Sale is concluded (constituting acceptance of the Bidder`s offer, subject to General Condition 7.9 above) when: 

(a) in the case of a Live Auction, on the fall of the Auctioneer's hammer; and/or, 

(b) in the case of an Online Auction, at the close of the timed Online Auction Sale as specified on the Website and 
as defined by General Condition 7.20(c) below or; 

(c) in the case of a private treaty or tender, when the Bidders Bid is accepted by the Company, such acceptance to 
be communicated to the Bidder in writing by way of receipt of the Company’s invoice. 

7.16. The Buyer shall be the person who made the highest Bid before the conclusion of the Sale pursuant to General 
Condition 7.15 above subject to approval and acceptance by the Company, the Auctioneers and the Seller or 
such other Bidder as the Auctioneer and/ or the Company may declare to be the Buyer without being required to 
give a reason. The Auctioneer and/ or the Company and/ or the Seller is not bound to accept the highest Bid or 
any other Bid placed in the course of the Auction. 

7.17. In the case of an Online Auction the Buyer, as determined under General Condition 7.9 above, shall within a 
reasonable time after the conclusion of the Sale receive by email an invoice in respect of the monies due for the 
Lot(s) purchased. 

7.18. In the event that the reserve price is not met, the Company may consider the Bids received below the reserve 
price with the Seller who at its sole discretion may accept, reject or place a counteroffer. 

(a) Your highest bid will be treated as a valid bid even if at the time of placing it the RESERVE is NOT MET. Vendors 
regularly instruct us to reduce the reserves in the closing hours and put items on sale. Remember when placing 
a bid you are bidding to buy! 

7.19. On conclusion of the Sale and acceptance of the Bidders Bid pursuant to General Conditions 7.15 and 7.9 above, 
the Buyer acknowledges and agrees that he has entered into a contract with the Seller to buy the Lot and the 
Buyer must complete the transaction to purchase the Lot. 



 

 

 

7.20. In relation to an Online Auction: 

(a) the Company cannot guarantee that the internet services will operate continuously or without interruptions and 
this could affect the conduct of the Online Auction and the Bidders ability to Bid online. The Company shall not 
be liable in any respect in the event of any dispute due to errors, omissions or disruptions to internet services or 
power failures or any other unforeseen circumstances which may occur during the Online Auction; 

(b) the Auctioneer may at any time, without notice, postpone or cancel an Online Auction or extend an Online Auction 
beyond the published closing time (including extension of the timed Online Auction in accordance with General 
Condition 7.20(c) below); 

(c) the timed Online Auction Sale is auto bid extension enabled meaning that where a Bid is placed within ten minutes 
of the original scheduled close of the timed Online Auction the scheduled close of the timed Online Auction will 
automatically be extended by to ten minutes remaining. This continues with a new scheduled close time each 
time a Bid is placed until no-one places a Bid before the last scheduled close of the timed Online Auction. Every 
time a Bid is placed within ten minutes or less left in the Online Auction the time will change to ten minutes Bidding 
time until there are no more Bids. Such time shall then be deemed to be the close of the timed Online Auction. 

7.21. Risk of damage to or loss of the Lot(s) shall pass to the Buyer immediately upon the conclusion of the Sale. 

7.22. Copies of the Auctions (Bidding Agreements) Act 1927 and 1969 are held at the Company’s and/or the 
Auctioneer’s principal place of business. 

8. After the Sale 

8.1. Upon the Auctioneer declaring any Lot sold, the Buyer shall immediately:  

(a) identify any person on whose behalf he has bought; 

(b) pay to the Auctioneer if requested a deposit of up to 25 per cent of the price. 

8.2. Within the time specified in condition 8.3 below, the Buyer shall pay the following sums to the Auctioneer in full:  

(a) the balance of the price of all Lots purchased together with any VAT due; 

(b) the value as summarily determined by the Auctioneer, whose determination shall be final and binding, of all or 
part of any Lot or of the premises where the Auction is held which has been damaged or destroyed by the Buyer 
or his principal or his agent. 

(c) any other payment or amount due to the Seller and/or the Company pursuant to these General Conditions or the 
Special Conditions.  

(d) Changing of Invoices already raised (i.e. changing the name and address) carries an administration fee of £10 + 
Vat. 

8.3. The time for complying with condition 8.2 above shall be the time specified in the Auction catalogue or if no time 
is specified there, 4pm on the next working day, and in every case time shall be of the essence. 

(a) Bidders who fail to pay or fail to pay within the allotted time will have their account suspended and will be removed 
from any further bidding process, reinstatement will be subject to a £20 + Vat administration fee at the auctioneers 
discretion. 

8.4. The Auctioneer may at any time in his sole discretion grant the Buyer an extension of time for complying with 
condition 8.2 above, in which case the Buyer shall pay to the Auctioneer in full before moving or removing the Lot 
interest on any unpaid sums at a rate of 1.5 per cent above Barclays Bank plc base rate in force from time to time. 

8.5. Until the Buyer has complied with condition 8.2 above:  

(a) title to any Lot bought shall not pass to the Buyer; 

(b) the lot shall be at the Buyer's risk; 

(c) the Auctioneer shall have a lien over any Lot bought by the Buyer in the Auction; 

(d) if the Buyer effects or purports to effect a resale or any other disposition of all or part of the Lot, the Buyer shall 
hold proceeds of resale or other disposition on trust for the Auctioneer and the Seller. 

8.6. On written request by the Buyer, the Auctioneer shall provide a VAT invoice in proper form, if appropriate. 

8.7. In view of Money Laundering Regulations the Company reserves the right to refuse payment in cash. 

8.8. The Company will only accept payment from the Buyer or its authorised agent.  

9. Removal of Lot Bought 

9.1. The removal of Lots from the Location shall be undertaken by the Buyer entirely at its own risk and without any 
liability whatsoever to the Company. 



 

 

 

9.2. Buyers are responsible for any and all costs and expenses incurred in relation to the removal of Lots and any 
other applicable charges, taxes and insurance costs.  

9.3. The Buyer may not remove any Lot he has bought until after the end of the Auction. 

9.4. The Buyer may not remove any Lot until the Buyer has paid by cleared funds the sums specified in condition 8.2 
above in full for every Lot he has bought. 

9.5. After paying the sums specified in condition 8.2 above, the Buyer must remove the Lot(s) bought by the time 
specified in the Auction Catalogue or if no time is specified, 4.00pm on the next working day and in every case 
time shall be of the essence. Late collections not authorised will be subject to a £10 + Vat per pallet space storage 
fee.  

9.6. The Auctioneer may at any time at his sole discretion and on terms specified by him grant the Buyer an extension 
of the time specified in condition 9.5 above. 

9.7. If any Lot is not removed by the time specified in condition 9.5 above (or any extension granted under condition 
9.6 above), the Buyer must pay to the Auctioneer any costs incurred due to the delayed removal. 

9.8. If the Lot bought is or includes a motor vehicle, no warranty is given that the vehicle may safely or lawfully be 
driven on the road. 

(a)  If the vehicle does not have a V5C document, the purchaser will need to complete form V62 ‘Application for a 
vehicle registration certificate’ and send it to DVLA with any fees that may be applicable, DVLA have advised that 
any new V5C documents could take up to 6 weeks to be issued. 

9.9. When removing any Lot the Buyer:  

(a) Is responsible for detaching any Lot fixed to land and must do so safely and lawfully and must not use flame 
cutters, explosives or any other dangerous equipment or process without previous written permission signed by 
or on behalf of the Auctioneer. 

(b) must use safe and lawful means of removing the Lot; 

(c) shall indemnify the Auctioneer and the Seller against any loss damage legal or  other expenses and any claim 
arising from the detaching of the Lot or its removal; 

(d) shall have insurance in respect of such indemnity and shall on request produce to the Auctioneer a receipt for the 
last premium due or other sufficient evidence that such insurance has been effected and remains in force. 

9.10. The Company will only permit the removal of Lots purchased by the Buyer or its authorised agents.  

9.11. Lots may only be removed during normal working hours or such hours as are specified in the Special Conditions. 
No clearance on Bank or Public Holidays.  

9.12. If required, prior to removing any Lot from any Location, the Buyer must prepare a Risk Assessment and Methods 
Statement which complies with The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2007, COSHH or with 
any subsequent amendments thereof or such other legislation as may be in force. Any such statement is to be 
provided to the Company.  

9.13. The Buyer undertakes to comply with the provisions of the Data Protection Act 1998 in processing data held by 
them in connection with any Lot. The Buyer undertakes to delete any data that may inadvertently remain on the 
subject hardware, save for where such data forms part of a sale of the business.  

10. Default by the Buyer 

10.1. If at any time the Buyer has failed either to pay the sums specified in condition 8.2 above in full by the expiry of 
the time specified in condition 8.3 above (or any extension granted under condition 8.4 above), or to remove any 
Lot by the time specified in condition 9.5 above (or any extension granted under condition 9.6 above), the 
Auctioneer may rescind the sale of that Lot, in which case any deposit shall be forfeit, and that Lot may be resold 
by auction or privately. 

10.2. If the Buyer fails to make any payment on the due date for payment then, without limiting any other right or remedy 
available to the Seller, the Buyer shall pay to the Company interest (both before and after any judgment) on the 
amount unpaid at the rate of 1.5% above the bank base rate of Barclays Bank Plc per month or any part thereof 
until payment in full is made.  

10.3. If the Auctioneer has rescinded the sale but the Buyer has removed the Lot bought, the Auctioneer shall be entitled 
without previous notice to enter upon any premises where he believes the Lot to be and remove it. 

10.4. If the Auctioneer has rescinded the sale and the Lot has been resold, the Buyer shall make good any deficiency, 
namely:  

(a) the sale price less the resale price; 



 

 

 

(b) the costs of and incidental to resale. 

10.5. The Auctioneer shall not be liable to account to the Buyer in event of a resale at a higher price than the price 
contracted to be paid by the Buyer.  

10.6. If because the Buyer has failed to remove any Lot by the time specified in condition 9.5 above (or any extension 
granted under condition 9.6 above), the Seller is unable to give vacant possession on disposing of or relinquishing 
any interest in the premises from which the Lot should have been removed, the Buyer shall compensate the Seller 
for any loss resulting. 

10.7. The Buyer shall indemnify the Seller and/or the Company against any loss, damages, expenses, claims or 
liabilities incurred by the Seller and/or the Company arising from the Buyer's failure to remove the Lot. 

11. Liabilities and Indemnities 

11.1. The Auctioneer warrants that he believes that the Seller of each Lot is able to pass good title, and if the Seller is 
not able to do so, the Auctioneer shall use his reasonable endeavours to assist the Buyer in obtaining good title 
and in pursuing any remedies the Buyer may have against the Seller, but the Auctioneer shall not be bound to 
initiate litigation and shall not be under any other obligation to the Buyer. 

11.2. Each Lot is sold as seen and where lying. 

11.3. No Lot is sold as comprising or including any new goods. 

11.4. The Auctioneer does not represent any Lot as being in a condition which makes it suitable for domestic use. 
Despite the above, should Buyers intend to supply any Lots for domestic use, they should ensure that the Lots 
comply with the requirements of the Furniture and Furnishings (Fire Safety) Regulations 1988 or any other similar 
law.  

11.5. The Auctioneer neither has nor professes any expert or other knowledge of any Lot sold and there is hereby 
excluded any liability the Auctioneer might otherwise incur and any right or immunity the Buyer might otherwise 
possess In respect of any conditions, warranties or representations relating to the condition of any Lot sold or the 
merchantable quality of any Lot or its fitness for the particular or any purpose for which it is or may be required 
whether such conditions, warranties or representations are expressed or implied in the Auction Catalogue or are 
the subject of oral or written statements made by or on behalf of the Auctioneer or any other person before or in 
the course of the Auction. 

11.6. No liability shall attach to the Auctioneer either in contract or in tort for loss injury or damage legal or other 
expenses sustained by the Seller, any Bidder, the Buyer or any other person by reason of:  

(a) any defect in any Lot sold, whether or not such defect be latent or apparent on examination; 

(b) any defect or danger of the premises where the Auction is held; 

(c) any alleged failure of the Auctioneer properly to advertise the Auction or to seek or obtain expert advice with 
regard to any Lot offered for sale or its reserve price; 

(d) any act or omission of the Auctioneer in the conduct of the Auction or after the Auction; 

(e) any act or omission of any person other than the Auctioneer. 

11.7. The Seller shall indemnify the Auctioneer in respect of any claims made by another or third party for any loss 
injury damage or legal or other expenses referred to in condition 11.6 above. 

11.8. The Auctioneer shall not be liable to indemnify the Seller or any Bidder or the Buyer in respect of any claims made 
by another or third party for any loss injury damage or legal or other expenses referred to in condition 11.6 above. 

11.9. Conditions 11.3 to 11.1 shall not be valid insofar as prohibited by statute. 

11.10. In no circumstances shall the Auctioneer be liable for any consequential loss or damage. 

12. Waiver 

12.1. No indulgence by the Auctioneer shall prevent the Auctioneer or the Seller subsequently insisting upon their 
respective rights and remedies. 

13. Health and Safety At Work Act 1974 (HSWA) 

13.1. Waivers (SHE-42 and 42a) 

13.2. Section 6 (8) of the Act - In certain instances it may be necessary for the Purchaser to give a written undertaking 
pursuant to Section 6 (8) of the Health and Safety At Work Act 1974. 

13.3. Asbestos/Hazardous Substances. It is expressly brought to the purchasers attention that certain types of plant or 
main service installations could contain Asbestos, dangerous chemicals, etc, which if not handled correctly during 
their removal from the site could be in breach of the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974, the Control of Asbestos  



 

 

 

 at Work Regulations 2002, the Asbestos (Licensing) Regulations as amended and the Control of Substances 
Hazardous to Health Regulations 1988 (COSHH) or any other current legislation covering the use of such 
substances in a working environment. 

13.4. All purchasers must comply with all current legislations and regulations, including the Water Industry Act 1994 (as 
amended) and the Environment Protection Act 1990, as amended; In relation to the removal/disposal of 
waste/trade effluent including hazardous waste and may be required to satisfy Eddisons in relation to their 
disposal/removal procedures. Where waste materials are removed all work must be undertaken by an approved 
and licensed contractor. 

14. Acknowledgements and Exclusion of Warranties 

14.1. The Buyer acknowledges that in agreeing to purchase any Lot he is not relying on any warranties or 
representations made by the Seller or the Company or any of their employee’s agents or representatives. All 
representations, warranties and conditions, express or implied, statutory or otherwise in respect of all and any of 
the Lots are expressly excluded and without limitation any warranties and conditions as to title, quiet possession, 
satisfactory quality, fitness for purpose and description are excluded to the fullest extent as permitted by law. 

14.2. The Buyer further acknowledges that neither the Sellers nor the Company shall in any circumstances be liable to 
or to compensate the Buyer nor shall the Buyer be entitled to rescind the Sale or reject any Lot for an error 
omission or misstatement contained in the Catalogue and/or in the Special Conditions. 

14.3. The Buyer also acknowledges that:- 

(a) all the Lots are purchased on the basis that risk of good title to all or any of them passing to the Buyer is at the 
Buyer’s risk and without limitation the Lots are sold subject to any claims, liens, distraint and execution and subject 
to all leasing, hire or hire purchase agreements and reservation of title claims (if any) in respect of them; 

(b) if it shall be found that the Seller does not have title to all or any of the Lots the Buyer shall have no right to rescind, 
avoid or vary this agreement or to claim damages or a reduction in the price paid or payable; 

(c) anything found in, under, near or in any Lot which is not specifically included in the description of the Lot remains 
the property of the Seller; 

(d) any intellectual property rights or software subsisting in a Lot may be third party property and as such the Seller 
and/or the Company may be unable to effect transfer. The Buyer will not be authorised to use intellectual property 
rights or software and any such use or transfer shall be at the Buyers sole risk. 

14.4. The Buyer undertakes that it shall ensure that any vehicle comprised in any Lot is in a roadworthy condition in 
accordance with the Road Vehicle (Construction and Use) Regulations 1986 and any subsequent amendments 
thereof or such other relevant regulations as shall from time to time be in force before using it on a public road. It 
is the Buyer’s responsibility to remove Company logos and lettering from vehicles. Odometer readings are not 
warranted. 

14.5. The Buyer acknowledges that any item of plant, machinery or equipment contained in the Lot(s) may not 
necessarily comply with any statutory requirements or regulations governing the use of that plant, machinery or 
equipment in their working environment. Neither the Seller nor the Company shall incur any liability to the Buyer 
because of any default or defect in all or any of the Lots. Buyers are entirely responsible for ensuring that the use 
of any item of plant, machinery or equipment does not contravene any health and safety and environmental 
legislation in existence at the time of the Sale. 

14.6. The Buyer acknowledges and agrees that the Company is acting only as agent of the Seller and it is expressly 
agreed and declared that no personal liability in connection with the Sale of any Lot or otherwise shall fall on the 
Company and the Buyer shall indemnify the Company against all and any liabilities arising under or in connection 
with the Sale of any Lot. Insolvency Practitioner(s), including but not restricted to Administrative Receiver(s), 
Administrator(s), Liquidator(s), Trustee(s) and Supervisor(s) act as agent(s) for the Seller without personal liability 
and shall incur no personal liability whatsoever in relation to a Sale or pursuant to any document relating thereto. 

14.7. The Buyer agrees that the General Conditions and the exclusions which they contain are fair and reasonable 
bearing in mind that:- 

(a) the Buyer must rely absolutely on the Buyer’s own opinion and/or professional advice concerning the quality, 
state, condition, performance and functionality of the Lots any right, title or interest which is sold under the terms 
of these General Conditions, their fitness and suitability for any particular or any purpose, the possibility that some 
or all of them may have defects not apparent on inspection and examination including, without limitation, the 
presence of contamination and the possibility that the Buyer may not acquire title and the fact that the Buyer 
would have no remedy under this Agreement should that happen; 

(b) the Buyer has available to it skilled professional advice and on that basis agrees to purchase a Lot for a 
consideration calculated to take into account amongst other things the risk to it represented by the fact that the 
parties believe that all the exclusions and limitations set out in these General Conditions would be recognised as  



 

 

 

 

 being fully effective by the Courts and the Seller making it clear that it would not have agreed to sell any Lot on 
any other basis except for a higher consideration; 

(c) the Buyer has been given every opportunity which might reasonably be expected to examine and inspect the Lots. 

14.8. Notwithstanding anything else in these General Conditions, the Seller’s and the Company’s total liability under or 
in connection with the Sale of any Lot, whether in respect of breach of contract, tort (including negligence), breach 
of statutory duty or otherwise, including consequential loss, shall be limited in aggregate to the price paid for the 
Lot or if no price has been paid then the higher of the market value or reserve price for the Lot. This General 
Condition 8.8 does not apply to liability for death or personal injury. 

14.9. The Buyer acknowledges that a Sale by Auction is not a consumer sale for the purposes of the Sale of Goods Act 
1979 (as amended by the Sale and Supply of Goods Act 1994) and the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977 and the 
Buyer shall not seek to rely upon and conditions or warranties implied thereby or by any other legislation. 

15. Entire Agreement 

15.1. These General Conditions, the Special Conditions and the Auction Catalogue constitute the entire agreement 
between the parties and supersede and extinguish all previous agreements, promises, assurances, warranties, 
representations and understandings between them, whether written or oral, relating to its subject matter. 

15.2. Each party agrees that it shall have no remedies in respect of any statement, representation, assurance or 
warranty (whether made innocently or negligently) that is not set out in this agreement. Each party agrees that it 
shall have no claim for innocent or negligent misrepresentation or negligent misstatement based on any statement 
in this agreement. 

16. Jurisdiction 

16.1. Each party irrevocably agrees that the courts of England and Wales shall have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any 
dispute or claim arising out of or in connection with this agreement or its subject matter or formation (including 
non-contractual disputes or claims). 

 
 

  



 

 

 
 

There will be a Buyers Premium of 15% plus VAT  
 
PLEASE SEE SALE NOTES RE PAYMENT AND COLLECTION OF LOTS 

 
CATALOGUE 

 
Bidding Ends: From 1pm Wednesday 10th March 2021  
 
 

0 SPECIAL NOTICE 1. Please note, all stock is sold subject to availability 2. Please 
Refer to our Terms and Conditions of Sale and if you are unable to meet the criteria, 
please do not bid 3. It is the responsibility of the purchaser to decommission / remove / 
load lots purchased within the timescale specified 4. Method Statements & Risk 
Assessments will be required where specified 5. Appropriate PPE should be worn on 
site 

1 Oxford 800mm x 500mm x 100mm 00 grade granite surface plate; Precision 
0.001mm/m; To DIN 876-83; Accuracy 3.0UM; Complete with cast steel stand to suit 

2 (150) Cleveland HSS cobalt 3.6mm XT34 jobber length drills 3738 reference  

3 (Approx 50) large diameter HSS Sherwood jobber drills 

4 (Approx 100) small diameter HSS Sherwood jobber drills 

5 (Approx 50) long series and extra long Sherwood straight shank drills 

6 (100) Guhring HSS straight shank drills 

7 (100) Guhring HSS straight shank drills 

8 (100) Dormer HSS straight shank drills 

9 (100) Sherwood HSS jobber and stub drills 

10 (40) Sherwood HSS jobber drills: (10) 21/64"; (5) 25/64"; (5) 3/8"; (5) 9.8mm; (16) 
11/64" jobber drills 

11 (30) Long series HSS straight shank drills comprising: (10) Sherwood 4.1mm and (20) 
4.5mm. 

12 (4) HSS jobber drills: (1) 16mm; (1) 16mm Swiss Tech Tin coated; (1) 16.5mm; (1) 
19mm Sherwood HSS jobber drill 

13 (30) Sherwood 5mm HSS jobber drills 

14 (4) HSS morse taper shank drills: (1) 1/2"; (1) 31/64"; (1) 51/64"; (1) 31/32" Sherwood 

15 (4) HSS morse taper shank drills: (1) 17mm; (1) 18mm; (1) 18.5mm; (1) 19.5mm 

16 (50) Sherwood BS3 HSS centre drills (modified); (4) Dormer A225 BS2 HSS centre 
drills; (1) Sherwood 2mm x 6mm x 120mm long HSS centre drill; (3) 10mm x 90 degree 
HSS spot drills; (1) 3mm HSS spot drill 

17 (240) Brown Tool No 13 short threaded shank cobalt drills; .1850'' dia., 135 degree split 
point; threaded 1/4" x 28TPI, 1.1/4" o/all length. (USA manufacture) PLUS (approx 50) 
assorted threaded shank drills |(for drilling in confined spaces, thin materials etc) Made 
in USA 



 

 

18 (2) Senator SEN 025 9500K; 18 piece masonry/metal drill sets PLUS (16) Various drill 
stops (to limit depth of drilling); (1) 4mm - 12mm 9 step sheet metal drill; (1) Drill tripod; 
(1) 3-14mm sheet metal step drill; (1) 20.5mm x 60 degree straight shank HSS 
countersink 

19 Annular cutters comprising: (1) Alfra 50mm HSS 19250 countersink; (1) Powerbor M24 
X 3mm tap drill 19AM24); (1) Rotabroach SCRWC30 carbide rail cutter; (2) Hall 
19KDT08 M8 Powerbor kits; (2) Kennedy 16S 288-1160K annular cutters; (1) 20L 
Kennedy 288-2200K annular cutter; (10) Short pilot pins for multi tooth cutters 

20 (1) Sherwood 40mm dia. HSS cobalt weldon shank ripper cutter; Centre cutting; 

21 (1) Sherwood 40mm dia. HSS cobalt weldon shank ripper cutter; Centre cutting; 

22 (21) Sherwood assorted HSS cobalt plain/screw shank end mills and slot drills  

23 (10) Assorted collets comprising: (1) 18 (180) 20mm double angle collet; (7) assorted 
ER32/40 single angle cutters; (1) Erikson 200DA-060M collet 6mm; (1) R8-BC collet 
8mm;  

24 (14) Dixi carbide 1533 slitting saws 40mm dia., x 0.5 x 10mm bore Z80 teeth;  

25 (11) Dixi carbide 1533 slitting saws 50mm dia., x 0.4 x 13mm bore Z100 teeth 

26 Assorted carbide saws comprising: (4) Dixi carbide 1533 40mm x 0.7mm x 10mm bore, 
Z80 teeth; (2) Dixi carbide 1533, 40mm x 1mm x 10mm bore Z64 teeth; (2) Shofu 
regular double sided 040019 PN0691 diamond dental discs 

27 Assorted cutting tools: (9) Widia M43349 240 DR48, 3mm drills; (8) STD 216-6 M42 
pilot drills; (4) Titex 12.75mm A1211 drills; (2) Walter H3013018-2, 2mm end mills; (1) 
Guhring 10 x 32UNF 2B sp flute 02846 tap; (1) OSG 2.5 EX-SUS-GDR 62525 drill; (1) 
3/4" sq x 6" cobalt toolbit; (4) cobalt sq toolbits 3" long 

28 (5) 1/2" x 13 UNC Presto HSS spiral point taps 

29 (9) 16mm x 2mm Presto HSS 60020 spiral flute taps 

30 (7) 3/4" x 16 UNF Presto spiral flute taps 

31 (7) 3/4" x 16 UNF Presto spiral flute taps 

32 (9) Sandvik T100-KM 102AF-1/4 D210 Corotap 1/4" x 28 2BX taps 

33 Assorted tap sets: (1 set) Dormer M4 X 0.7 No. 6 taps; (1 set) Sherwood M16 taps 

34 (3 sets) M14 x 1.5mm HSS taps Sherwood 

35 Left Hand tap sets comprising: ( 1set) M5 HSS taps; (1 set) M6 HSS taps; (1 set) M8 
HSS taps 

36 Assorted Sherwood tap sets: (1 set) No.6 x 32 UNC HSS taps; (1 set) 1/2" x 13UNC 
HSS taps 

37 Assorted Sherwood tap sets: (1 set) No. 10 x 32 UNF HSS taps; (1 set) 5/16" x 24 UNF 
HSS taps; (1 set) 7/16" x 14 BSW HSS taps 

38 Assorted M24 taps comprising: (1) M24 GJ Hall x 2mm spiral flute HSS tap; (1) M24 x 
2mm Sherwood HSS plug tap; (1) M24 x 3mm HSS Sherwood plug tap 

39 (10) Assorted Sherwood metric taps : (2) M4 x 0.5mm HSS plug taps; (1) M2.5 HSS 
plug tap; (1) M6 x 0.75mm HSS taper tap; (1) M8 x 1.25 long shank plug tap HSS; (1) 
M10 x 1.5mm HSS 2nd tap; (2) M18 x 2.5 HSS second taps; (1) M18 x 1.5 HSS taper 
tap; (1) M16 x 1mm HSS plug tap  

40 (7) Assorted Sherwood HSS taps: (1) 1/4" BSP spiral point tap; (1) 1/8" BSP spiral 
point tap; (1) 1/8" BSP taper & second tap; (1) 1/4" BSP spiral flute tap; (1) 3/8" BSW 
spiral flute tap; (1) 3/4" BSP second tap 



 

 

41 (1) Dormer M12 x 1.5mm E784 long shank mplug tap; (1) M12 x 1mm HSS plug tap; 
(3) M12 x 1.25mm HSS 2nd tap;  

42 (12) Assorted metric taps comprising: (3) M10 x 1.5mm spiral flute taps; (3) M8 x 
1.25mm spiral flute taps; (1) M5 HSS spiral flute tap; (1) M3 x 0.5mm Swiss Tech spiral 
flute tap; (1) M6 x 1mm Swiss Tech spiral flute tap; (1) M6 x 1mm Swiss Tech spiral 
point tap; (1) M8 x 1.25mm Swiss Tech spiral point tap; (1) M10 x 1.5mm Swiss Tech 
spiral point tap 

43 (24) Assorted Sherwood HSS BSF, UNC, UNF machine and hand Presto/Sherwood & 
Dormer taps 

44 (8) Assorted metric & UNF hexagon HSS dienuts & split dies; (1) Rethreading file; (2) 
Bar type tap wrenches; (1) die stock 

45 (14) Assorted Guhring/Sherwood solid carbide jobber drills 

46 (20) Assorted solid carbide Kennedy & Garryson end mills & slot drills 

47 (2) Drill Service solid carbide 6.6875mm straight shank reamers; (1) Sherwood 10mm 
HSS hand reamer; (1) 4mm HSS straight shank machine reamer 

48 (28) Allied 3.987mm straight shank solid carbide reamers 

49 (1) 12mm x 1.75mm Stocdon JBO 993 MINI GFS 2xD solid carbide threadmill TIALN 
coated 

50 (1) 12mm x 1.75mm Stocdon JBO 993 MINI GFS 2xD solid carbide threadmill TIALN 
coated 

51 (1) 12mm x 1.75mm Stocdon JBO 998 MINI GFS 2.5xD solid carbide threadmill, TIALN 
coated 

52 (1) 12mm x 1.75mm Stocdon JBO 998 MINI GFS 2.5xD solid carbide threadmill, TIALN 
coated 

53 (1) 10mm x 1.5mm Stocdon JBO 993 MINI GFS 2xD solid carbide threadmill, TIALN 
coated 

54 (1) M8 x 1.25mm Stocdon JBO MINI 993 2xD GFS solid carbide threadmill PLUS (1) T-
TECH 1008 HTM-7814 UN; 14UN HSS3 cobalt threadmill 

55 (1) Stocdon JBO GFG1/4" 2xD 985 MINI carbide TIALN coated threadmill PLUS (1) 
Stellram TMSCEN 19BSPT carbide threadmill DF2 grade 

56 (2) Stocdon JBO G1/4 985 MINI BSPP carbide threadmills TIALN coated 

57 (2) Stocdon JBO G1/4 985 MINI BSPP carbide threadmills TIALN coated 

58 (11) ATA B1-1220/6-AIC-A Aero Ind cut burrs; 3/4 long x 1/2" dia; 6mm shank 

59 (24) ATA B5-0612/NFI-AICG Aero Ind cut burrs; 3mm dia fir shape; 3mm shank 

60 (10) 646734 44/60 diamond sintered burrs 6mm shaft PLUS (5) W153 diamond round 
burrs 3mm shaft 

61 (17) Assorted carbide burrs comprising: (5) ATA Garryson GT9200D 3mm dia., tree 
shape carbide burrs PLUS (3) Morrisflex TD03003I530 burrs; (1) 19mm x 25mm 
cylindrical end cut burr 3 cut; (3) 3mm x 14mm cylindrical ball nose burrs; (5) Morrisflex 
KK61206-2 90 degree carbide burrs 6mm shank 

62 (11) EGD 10221 PCD boring tools SK166 

63 (3) QuickGrind CE4D 25X23R2NL1A2A solid carbide end mills; 25mm dia., R2, 23mm 
length of cut; 4 flute 

64 (3) QuickGrind CE4D 25X23R2NL1A2A solid carbide end mills; 25mm dia., R2, 23mm 
length of cut; 4 flute 



 

 

65 (2) Stellram/Kennametal solid carbide end mills; 20mm dia., 0.25mm Rad; 150mm o/all 
length; 4 flute; 50mm length of cut 

66 (2) Stellram/Kennametal solid carbide end mills; 20mm dia., 0.25mm Rad; 150mm o/all 
length; 4 flute; 50mm length of cut 

67 (2) Stellram/Kennametal solid carbide end mills; 20mm dia., 0.25mm Rad; 150mm o/all 
length; 4 flute; 50mm length of cut 

68 (2) Stellram/Kennametal solid carbide end mills; 20mm dia., 0.25mm Rad; 150mm o/all 
length; 4 flute; 50mm length of cut 

69 (2) Stellram/Kennametal solid carbide end mills; 20mm dia., 0.25mm Rad; 150mm o/all 
length; 4 flute; 50mm length of cut 

70 (2) Stellram/Kennametal solid carbide end mills; 20mm dia., 0.25mm Rad; 150mm o/all 
length; 4 flute; 50mm length of cut 

71 (2) Stellram/Kennametal solid carbide end mills; 20mm dia., 0.25mm Rad; 150mm o/all 
length; 4 flute; 50mm length of cut 

72 (1) Stellram/Kennametal solid carbide end mills; 20mm dia., 0.25mm Rad; 150mm o/all 
length; 4 flute; 50mm length of cut; PLUS (1) GUHRING 3632; 20mm 6 flute solid 
carbide milling cutter, 100mm o/all; 50mm length of cut 

73 (2) BEK2120-C R6 2 flute carbide ball ended cutters 110mm o/all; 12mm dia., 30mm 
LOC 

74 (7) Widia 8mm dia., x 30mm flute, 0.2 degree angled 6 flute cutters; 8X8X30X76 solid 
carbide 

75 (5) Mitsubishi/Hitachi Epoch EPDR 2005-1-01-TH coated carbide long neck micro end 
mills; 0.5mm dia., x R0.1 x 1 

76 (5) Mitsubishi/Hitachi Epoch EPDR 2004-1-01-TH coated carbide long neck micro end 
mills; 0.4mm dia., x R0.1 x 1 

77 (5) Mitsubishi/Hitachi Epoch EPSB 2003-0.9-N-TH coated carbide long neck micro end 
mills; 0.3mm dia., x R0.15 x 0.9 

78 (2) MA Ford 12mm x 26 x 83 Altima Tuffcut XR5 end mills 178 1200A; PLUS (1) 
Sherwood 13mm 3 flute std carbide slot drill 

79 (4) Guhring 3050; 10mm Firecoat carbide ball nose end mills 

80 (10) Mercian 73385; SK182 0.509 rad. Solid carbide broaching cutters 80mm o/all 

81 (12) Mercian 63871 EGD1022; 55mm o/all, 12mm dia. shank solid carbide broaching 
cutters, 0.607 radius. 

82 (8) Mercian 74349 EGD13526; 55mm o/all, solid carbide broaching cutters 

83 (29) 6mm dia head 2 flute solid carbide back chamfer cutters; 70mm o/all, 6mm shank 

84 (2) Drill Service ZSC49; WBSCCT backspot facing cutters, 4 edge brazed carbide; 
35mm dia., 

85 (4) Hammond FM1000A0100GAAA; 10mm dia., x 100mm flute brazed tip straight 
shank straight flute oil feed drills 

86 (18) BTA BORE deep hole drilling inner tip inserts 011.2838M Z23 P20 TIN coated 
grade 

87 (24) BTA BORE deep hole drilling outer tip inserts 015.2720L A20 0.9 grade P20 TIN 
inserts 

88 (24) BTA BORE deep hole drilling inner tip inserts 011-2836R Z20 P20 TIN coated 
grade 

89 (18) BTA BORE deep hole drilling outer tip inserts 016-3516-X A23/0.9 grade P20 TIN 
inserts 

90 (10) BTA BORE deep hole drilling solid carbide guide pads; 016-9235.Z; FL18/R50; 
Grade P20 TIN DHB 



 

 

91 (1) Guhring 1025 16mm solid carbide S200 3 flute drill 

92 (4) Mitsubishi MMS0805S-DIN-C solid carbide drills; 8.05mm dia., 

93 (2) Mitsubishi MWS1520MB W STAR Miracle solid carbide drills VP15TF 

94 (2) Mitsubishi MWS1520MB W STAR Miracle solid carbide drills VP15TF 

95 (2) Mitsubishi MWS1520MB W STAR Miracle solid carbide drills VP15TF 

96 (2) Mitsubishi MWS1520MB W STAR Miracle solid carbide drills VP15TF 

97 (2) Mitsubishi MWS1520MB W STAR Miracle solid carbide drills VP15TF 

98 (1) Mitsubishi MPS1900S-DW-C solid carbide drill, 19mm dia., PLUS (1) Mitsubishi 
MWS1520MB W STAR Miracle solid carbide drill 

99 (3) Starlite DC-6.6mm solid carbide jobber drills 

100 (4) Garryson 5/32", 4mm shank; Kevlar carbide drills 21522255 

101 (8) Drill Service DCSF-8mm solid carbide straight flute drills 

102 (8) Assorted straight shank solid carbide drills comprising: (1) 7.5mm Menlo 04671D4 
straight flute ACCU Hole drill; (2) 9.5mm D40 04695 straight flute drills; (5) 9mm D40 
04689 straight flute drills 

103 (6) Assorted straight flute carbide drills comprising: (2) 10.5mm 04707 straight flute 
drills; (3) 11mm 04713 straight flute drills; (1) 12.5mm Drill Service solid carbide 
straight  flute drill DCSF-12.5. 

104 (90) Sandvik VBMT 160408-KM grade 3225 indexable inserts 

105 (90) Sandvik VBMT 160408-KM grade 3225 indexable inserts 

106 (90) Sandvik VBMT 160408-KM grade 3225 indexable inserts 

107 (90) Sandvik VBMT 160408-KM grade 3225 indexable inserts 

108 (90) Sandvik VBMT 160408-KM grade 3225 indexable inserts 

109 (50) Sandvik VBMT 160408-KM grade 3215 indexable inserts 

110 (40) Sandvik SPMR 090304 grade 4325 indexable carbide inserts 

111 (60) Sandvik R390-11T331E-PM grade 4240 indexable carbide milling inserts 

112 (60) Sandvik R390-11T331E-PM grade 4240 indexable carbide milling inserts 

113 (50) Sandvik S-J100-1045M-L grade S40T indexable inserts 

114 (50) Sandvik S-J100-1045M-L grade S40T indexable inserts 

115 (50) Sandvik S-J100-1045M-L grade S40T indexable inserts 

116 (50) Sandvik S-J100-1045M-L grade S40T indexable inserts 

117 (50) Sandvik S-J100-1045M-L grade S40T indexable inserts 

118 (30) Sandvik CNMG 160616-KR indexable turning inserts grade 3225 

119 (30) Sandvik CNMG 160616-KR indexable turning inserts grade 3225 



 

 

120 (30) Sandvik CNMG 160616-KR indexable turning inserts grade 3225 

121 (50) Sandvik SL331.1A-WL 250265 indexable milling inserts grade 1030. 

122 (40) Sandvik turning inserts comprising: (10) DNMG 150608L-K grade 4225; (20) 
CNMG 160616-KR grade 3225; (10) CCMT 09T308-KM grade H13A inserts 

123 (5) Sandvik 870-2200-22-KM 3234 drilling tips 22mm 

124 (5) Sandvik 870-2200-22-KM 3234 drilling tips 22mm 

125 (2) Sandvik 870-1350-13-KM 3234 drilling tips 13.50mm PLUS (10) 880-050305H-C-
GM 1044 Corodrill inserts 

126 Assorted Sandvik indexable inerts and spares comprising: (10) 154.3-16415 Shims; (5) 
L166.OL-16WH01-110 threading inseerts grade 1020; (10) 330 20-30-AA grade 235 
inserts; (8) N123H2-0400-0002-CM inserts grade 4125; (8) WCMX 030208R-52 grade 
235 inserts; (2) CNMG 160616-KR grade 3215; (5) S-J100-1045M-L grade S40T 
inserts 

127 (2) Sandvik IP231-1300-XA 1630; 13mm solid carbide 3 flute slot drills 

128 (2) Sandvik IP231-1100-XA 1630; 11mm solid carbide 3 flute slot drills 

129 (2) Sandvik R411-5-16034D16.00 K20; 16mm 2 flute brazed carbide oil coolant coated 
drills 5xD Delta 

130 (100) Iscar TPMX 2807R-DT grade IC908 indexable DEEPDRILL inserts 

131 (100) Iscar TPMX 2807R-DT grade IC908 indexable DEEPDRILL inserts 

132 (100) Iscar TPMX 2807R-DT grade IC908 indexable DEEPDRILL inserts 

133 (100) Iscar TPMX 2807R-DT grade IC908 indexable DEEPDRILL inserts 

134 (100) Iscar TPMX 2807R-DT grade IC908 indexable DEEPDRILL inserts 

135 (98) Iscar TPMX 2807R-DT grade IC908 indexable DEEPDRILL inserts 

136 (40) Iscar HM90ADKT 150532-PDR grade IC908 milling inserts 

137 (20) Iscar inserts comprising: (10) TPMX 2405RG grade IC520 drilling inserts PLUS 
(10) SDMT 1205PDN-RM-M milling inserts grade IC928 

138 (20) Iscar GEPI 2.00-1.00 full radius CUT-GRIP grade IC908 profiling and grooving 
inserts 

139 (2) Iscar MULTIMASTER MM EFF 080T3R1.62-4T05 grade IC903 FEEDMILL milling 
heads 

140 (15) Iscar groove turn and parting inserts comprising: (10) DGN 2202J grade IC354 
inserts PLUS (5) DGL 3102C-15D grade IC328 inserts 

141 (5) Iscar 11IR 0.8ISO grade IC908 threading inserts 

142 Assorted Iscar inserts comprising: (3) PENTA 24N157J079 parting and grooving grade 
IC908 inserts; (2) BCR D120.QT DROPMILL grade IC908 inserts; (6) BCR D200.QT 
grade IC908 inserts; (3) BCR D250.QT grade IC908 inserts; (7) GIP-3.00E-1.5 part and 
grooving grade IC20 inserts; (2) HBF D160 QF grade IC908 milling inserts 

143 (2) Iscar indexable milling cutters comprising: (1) HFFR25-60-3T22 HELIFACE holder 
PLUS (1) FF EWX D16-2-MMT10-04 indexable Helifeed Multimaster end mill 

144 (60) Seco RPHT 2006MOT-ME12 grade MM4500 turning inserts 

145 (60) Seco RPHT 2006MOT-ME12 grade MM4500 turning inserts 



 

 

146 (60) Seco RPHT 2006MOT-ME12 grade MM4500 turning inserts 

147 (60) Seco RPHT 2006MOT-ME12 grade MM4500 turning inserts 

148 (60) Seco RPHT 2006MOT-ME12 grade MM4500 turning inserts 

149 (60) Seco RPHT 2006MOT-ME12 grade MM4500 turning inserts 

150 (60) Seco RPHT 2006MOT-ME12 grade MM4500 turning inserts 

151 (70) Seco SEEX 1204 AFTN-ME11 grade MM4500 milling inserts 

152 (70) Seco SEEX 1204 AFTN-ME11 grade MM4500 milling inserts 

153 (60) Seco RCMT 1204MO-F1 grade CP500 turning inserts 

154 (60) Seco RCMT 1204MO-F1 grade CP500 turning inserts 

155 (60) Seco RPHT 1605MOT-ME11 grade MM4500 turning inserts 

156 (30) Seco RDHT 10T3M0-E04 grade F40M turning inserts 

157 (90) Seco RPHT 1204MOT-6-M13 grade T350M turning inserts 

158 (40) Seco 218.19-160T-04-M08 grade MP2500 milling inserts 

159 (50) Seco 218.20-125ER-ME07 grade MM4500 milling inserts 

160 (30) Seco XOMT 180631R-M10 grade T350M milling inserts 

161 (20) Seco XOMT 180650R-M10 grade T350M milling inserts 

162 (40) Seco XOMT 180616TR-M14 grade MP2500 milling inserts 

163 (70) Seco XOMT 180620R-M10 grade T350M milling inserts 

164 (70) Seco CCMT 09T308-F1 grade CP200 turning inserts 

165 (70) Seco CCMX 120412T-M D11 grade F40M turning inserts 

166 (70) Seco CCMT 120408-M3 grade TP3501 turning inserts 

167 (50) Seco CCMT 120408-F1 grade CP200 turning inserts 

168 (40) Seco SCGX 150512-P1 grade T250D drilling inserts 

169 Assorted Seco carbide comprising: (4) 218.20-250ER-ME12 MM4500 turning inserts; 
(10) RPHT 1605MOT-ME11 grade MM4500 turning inserts; (10) RCMT 1204MO-F1 
grade CP500 turning inserts; (10) RPKT 2006 MOT-M20 grade MP2500 inserts 

170 (2) Seco SD203A-5.0-20-6RI; 5mm dia., solid carbide drills 

171 (50) DCMT 11T308 grade WHW 01 turning inserts 

172 (20) FT 0909098C5; INA-15328 autofacer inserts 

173 (30) Innotool inserts comprising: (20) OFMT 05T3AFN-HR grade IN3030 milling 
inserts; (10) SHLT 110408 TN-HR grade IN2035 inserts 

174 (6) Walter Titex P6001-D14.00R indexable drill inserts 14mm grade WXP45 

175 (6) Walter Titex P6001-D14.00R indexable drill inserts 14mm grade WXP45 



 

 

176 (6) Walter Titex P6001-D14.00R indexable drill inserts 14mm grade WXP45 

177 (6) Walter Titex P6001-D14.00R indexable drill inserts 14mm grade WXP45 

178 (20) Walter LPMT 150412R-D51 grade WAP35 milling inserts 

179 (25) Walter XDGT 3207200R-D57 grade WSP45S inserts 

180 (6) assorted Walter Titex indexable drill inserts comprising: (3) AX196TFL-17.5 drill 
heads; (2) AX196TFL-19 drill heads; (1) AX196TFL-18.5 drill head 

181 (20) Tungaloy TPMR 110304-23 grade T9015 turning inserts 

182 (20) Tungaloy CNMG 120408-DM grade T9125 inserts PLUS (9) CNMG 120412-TM 
grade T9125 Tungaloy turning inserts 

183 (30) Tungaloy indexable carbide inserts comprising: (20) SDMT 1204PDSR-MJ grade 
T3130 inserts; (10) XPMT 150512R-DJ grade AH725 inserts 

184 (60) Widia XPHT 160412-MR grade TN7535 milling inserts 

185 (60) Widia XPHT 160412-MR grade TN7535 milling inserts 

186 (50) Widia XPHT 160412-MR grade TN7535 milling inserts 

187 (50) Widia XPHT 160412-MR grade TN7535 milling inserts 

188 Assorted Mitsubishi indexable carbide inserts comprising: (14) VNMG 160404-LM 
grade MC7015 Mitsubishi inserts; (9) RCMX 1204MO grade VP10RT Mitsubishi 
inserts; (7) DNMG 110404-SH grade US735 inserts PLUS assorted shims etc., 

189 (10) PH HORN L231.4040.32 grade TN35 grooving inserts PLUS (5) 229 0300 10 
grooving inserts grade MG12 

190 (2) PH HORN Super Mini carbide grooving tools: BU105.0750.2.2-01 indexable bars 
(FUER SP-TYP 105) Type 105 internal boring and grooving holder; 

191 (2) PH HORN Super Mini carbide grooving tools: BU105.0750.2.2-01 indexable bars 
(FUER SP-TYP 105) Type 105 internal boring and grooving holder; 

192 (20) Kennametal inserts comprising: (10) CNMG 160612RP turning inserts grade 
KC9110; (10) CNMG 160612RN grade KC9110 inserts 

193 (37) Stellram inserts TPMT 110204EM grade SFZ turning inserts 

194 (50) Stellram/Kennametal ODET 0605APEN-44 milling inserts grade X500; 

195 (16) Stellram TCMT 16T308E grade SFZ turning inserts 

196 (12) Stellram 11IR 18UN threading inserts grade SP4 

197 (20) Kennametal inserts DFT 110506HD grade KC7215 DRILL FIX inserts 

198 (15) Kennametal DFT 090508HP grade KMF DRILL FIX inserts 

199 (20) Kennametal DRILL FIX inserts comprising: (10) DFT 05T308 grade KC7215; (10) 
DFT 090508GD grade KC7215 inserts 

200 (20) Stellram XDLW 120508 SR-D grade X400 inserts 

201 (6) Stellram US147XR 14.7mm HSS UNIDRILL inserts 

202 (6) Stellram US147XR 14.7mm HSS UNIDRILL inserts 

203 (5) Stellram US147CR 14.7mm HSS UNIDRILL inserts 



 

 

204 Assorted Stellram/Kennametal inserts comprising: (9) SOMT 12M612NB grade SFZ 
inserts; (6) Kennametal NT3L grade KCU25 NOTCH inserts; (2) CNMG 120404MN 
grade KCP25; (2) CNMG 120404LF grade KC730; (5) A2050N00CF03 parting off 
inserts grade KC5025; 

205 (1) SDJCR 2020K11 toolholder PLUS (1) SSDCN 1616H09 toolholder 

206 (1) XP-45C; 80mm dia., face hog milling cutter, 5 pocket complete with 12 inserts 
SEKN 1203AFTN grade QP25 

207 (1) Indexa Seiki 100mm Tri Square milling cutter 90 degree shell mill; (holds TPKN 
2204 inserts) 5 pocket 

208 (12) Assorted threading inserts comprising: (3) 16ER16W grade PTC Posithread 
inserts; (3) R166.OG-16NJ01-280 grade 1020 Sandvik inserts; (1) 16NR 14W grade 
PTC2 inserts; (5) 11ER 1.5ISO grade SP4066 metric inserts 

209 (52) Plansee inserts comprising: (13) SDMT 1205 ZZSN-29 grade SR226 inserts PLUS 
(39) SDMT 1205 ZZSN-29 grade GM246 inserts 

210 (50) Plansee inserts comprising: (40) SDHT 1204 AESN-33 grade CTP2235 inserts; 
(10) SDHT 1204 AESN-R grade SR226 inserts 

211 (39) Plansee inserts comprising: (10) DNMG 150608EN-TM grade CTC1135 inserts; 
(10) CNMG 120412EN-TM grade CTCP125 inserts; (19) VCGT 160404EN-SF grade 
TCM10 inserts 

212 (20) Plansee inserts XCNT 040104ER grade CTCR435 drill inserts 

213 (20) Plansee inserts FX3.1 No.15-M1 grade GM40 (CTC1135) parting inserts 

214 (9) Plansee inserts R12D 0803ZZSR grade GM43 inserts PLUS (Approx 30) assorted 
beburring blades 

215 (30) SAFETY  ZP32 00 ER-31 SR-SAF ball nose roughing end mill grade 5050 milling 
inserts 

216 (20) SAFETY  ZP32 00 ER-31 SR-SAF ball nose roughing end mill grade 5050 milling 
inserts 

217 (20) SAFETY  ZP32 00 ER-31 SR-SAF ball nose roughing end mill grade 5050 milling 
inserts 

218 (30) SAFETY XPB 32 ER-41 ball nose with side lock SM-SAF inserts grade 5020 

219 (20) SAFETY PDKX 0905ZE ER41 grade 5050 PENTA HIGH FEED milling inserts 

220 (30) SAFETY PDKX 0905ZE ER41 grade 8030 PENTA HIGH FEED milling inserts 

221 (20) SAFETY VCGT 110202-1L grade KX20 turning inserts 

222 (20) SAFETY LCMX 204200-N2 grade 5735 parting/light grooving inserts 

223 (70) UNITAC Unidex DTS indexable Double Tube system deep hole drilling inserts 
1123-43R grade KLX2 

224 (8) Walter Paradur Eco Plus EP2051305-M4 HSS-E-PM 6HX spiral flute TIN coated 
machine taps 

225 Assorted precision tools including: (1) 600mm Kennedy line of cord rule; (15) Various 
length steel rules; 75mm grade B engineer's square; Feeler strip, (60 hand magnifiers; 
Eye loupes, Pin vice, micrometer blue, thermometers etc., 

226 (3) Manometers - Flex & gauge flexible gas pressure testers; 30M/bars; 300mm long 



 

 

227 Assorted shop floor tools including: (12) Starrett assorted long drive pin punches; (20) 
Assorted wad punches, Eclipse pin punches etc., (4) Atlas V200/V150 vertical clamps; 
(2) 66mm x 7mm ferrite shallow magnets, (3) 25mm pot magnets, (4) 10mm wide 
magnetic coloured tape; (1) Pryor 3mm reverse figure punches; Kennedy 8mm, 0-9mm 
stamps; Pryor 3mm, 0-9mm stamps; Senator 6mm & 10mm, 0-9mm stamps; Kennedy 
set of 26, 80mm steel stencil letter & 0-9 numbers; (2) 8" flat engineer scrapers; (10) 
Scribers; etc., 

228 (40) Wera 800/4z; 1.2X8X50, 059340 power bits 

229 (Approx 100) Wera/Kennedy assorted hexagon power bits - tamper proof, posidrive 
etc., 

230 (Approx 100) Apex/Wera/Kennedy assorted hexagon drive bits - long series, tamper 
proof etc., 

231 (74) Senator 9mm Mini knives; (4) Kennedy KSA180 Autolock knives; (30) Senator 
Carton & strip cutters; (6) Kennedy 5" plastic handle snips; (50 x 5) Swann Morton non 
sterile surgical blades; (100) Kennedy scalpel blades, Mini Snap spare blades etc., 

232 (35) Kennedy long series and extra long masonry drills (approx 6.5mm dia., to 11mm 
dia. (all in individual wallets) 

233 (Approx 90) Assorted Kennedy masonry drills in wallets 

234 (14) Kennedy 16 c/m hand diamond files 325/400 grain. PLUS (8) Senator 14 c/m 
diamond 3 square needle files 

235 (1) Kennedy 12 bin polycarbonate organiser with 11 dividers; (4) Senator 18" canvas 
toolbags; (1) Kennedy 14 pocket Deluxe tool roll; Swiss Pack canvas bag; Raaco 17 
piece polycarbonate organiser; (1) 7 piece Raaco organiser; (2) 7 piece organisers; (3) 
Kennedy 26 pocket spanner wallets (no tools) 

236 (2) Irwin 120/12" G cramps; (1) Irwin 3 metre measuring tape; (1) T1193 Irwin G cramp; 
(1) T165EL4 Vise grips; (1) Irwin QUICK GRIP 6" mini clamp 

237 16 pairs of scissors comprising: (5) Kennedy 180mm general purpose scissors; (1) 
255mm Kennedy general purpose scissors; (1) Set of 2 paper scissors; (9) 5.1/2" bi 
material grip slimline scissors 

238 (35) Kennedy assorted screwdrivers - engineers, Posi type; Torx etc., 

239 (17 pairs) Knipex 72 01 160 SB diagonal cutters for plastic; 160mm long  

240 (3) Facom 191A.22EL; 200mm heavy duty end cutting pliers; (1) 467S, 13mm stubby 
ratchet combination spanner; (1) 440 5/16AF combination spanner; (1) 84TC 8T hex 
key with handle 

241 (5) Snap-on CG240 light duty 2 jaw gear pulleys; Reach 2.1/2"; Spread 3". 

242 (5) Snap-on CG240 light duty 2 jaw gear pulleys; Reach 2.1/2"; Spread 3". 

243 (10 Kennedy 500cc lever type grease gun LG-PRO500; (1) Kennedy 200gm push type 
grease gun; (1) Kennedy 125gm push type grease gun; (3) Plastic drum taps; Assorted 
steel nipples (straight and angle); Measure jugs etc., 

244 Assorted hand tools including: (1) MultiShop chainsaw sharpening kit; (1) Kennedy 11 
piece hex magnetic screwdriver set;(1)  Kennedy heat shrink tubing set; (3) Wiha 
T8x60 screwdrivers; (1) Bahco BE8915 T15 screwdriver; (1) Bahco BE8220S 
screwdriver; (1) Kennedy 3 piece offset screwdriver set; (1) Yamoto extra long set of 3 
slotted mechanics screwdriver set; (1) 11 piece T driver set. 

245 (4 sets) Wera 9 piece MultiColour 05073593; 950 SPKL/9 HEX ball end L key sets 

246 (8 pairs) assorted pliers comprising: (1) Senator tile cutter plier; (1) Kennedy 558-378 
multi option leather punch plier; (3) Kennedy 558-658 internal circlip pliers; (1) KNIPEX 
88 01180 Alligator pump pliers; (1) PROTO 377 convertible retaining ring plier; (1) 
Yamoto 558-420 plier 



 

 

247 1 lot (approx 50) Kennedy/Yomoto 1/4" & 3/8" sq drive chrome vanadium metric/AF 
sockets etc. PLUS: (5) Assorted 1/4 " sq drive sockets; (2) 3/8 " swivel head ratchets; 
(2) 1/4" sq drive Ratchets, (4) Extensions; Hex bit adaptors; Long reach hex bits and 
socket bits etc., 

248 1 lot (approx 60) Kennedy 1/2" sq drive chrome vanadium  metric/AFsockets etc., 
including (1) Kennedy flex head socket wrench 5826390; (4) assorted extension 
sockets, Swivel heads, spigot etc., 

249 1 lot (approx 15) Kennedy 3/4" sq drive metric/AF chrome vanadium sockets PLUS (1) 
1" sq drive Kennedy extension 200mm long 

250 1 lot (Approx 50) Kennedy chrome vanadium spanners - combination, open ended, 
ring; Metric/AF; PLUS (1) 15mm x 22mm ratchet combination spanner; (1) Kennedy AF 
ring ratchet spanner; Assorted repair kits for 3/4" sq drive sockets; (10) BETA 910/R55 
ratchet repair kits 

251 Assorted hammers comprising: (2) 2.1/2lb Kennedy lump hammers; (10) 10" (2.1/2") 
lump hammer shafts; (8) Assorted Kennedy ball pein hammers; (1) 525-706, 1.1/2lb 
Kennedy hickory shaft brick hammer; (1) Kennedy 20oz claw hammer; (10) 
Kennedy/Thor rubber/plastic mallets, pear shaped mallets; Spare faces etc., 

252 1 lot Kennedy assorted Pry bars, brick bolsters, crow bars, wrecking bars; Taper punch 
set, SDS chisels; (9) Kennedy 505 9070K chisel handles; (8) Kennedy 80mm x 13mm 
x 6mm spark resistant wedges, alu bronze material. 

253 (13 assorted wrenches comprising: (2) Kennedy 12" pipe wrenches 588-212; (1) 
Kennedy 10" aluminium pipe wrench; (1) Kennedy 7" pipe wrench, thumb turn type; (1) 
Kennedy 12" pipe wrench, thumb turn; (2) 8" adjustable phosphate finish wrenches; (3) 
6" adjustable phosphated finish wrenches; (3) 7" straight blade tinsnips 

254 (8) Eclipse 70-14JR mini hacksaw frames; (20) Sandvik 228-22 junior blades; (8) 
Eclipse 12" x 1/2 x 24tpi HSS hand hacksaw blades; (10) Starrett Red Stripe RS1414-5 
(14" X 1 X 14tpi) power hacksaw blades; (2) Kennedy 21" X 1.1/2" X 6TPI HSS power 
hacksaw blades; (1) Kennedy 400mm x 32mm x 10tpi HSS power hacksaw blades; (7) 
Kapman 350mm x 25mm x 6tpi HSS power hacksaw blades 

255 Assorted power tool consumables including: (4) Makita P-22012, 120mm x M14 mixing 
blades; (2) Bosch 18mm x 300mm SDS drill bits; Various Bosch linisher belts; Dremel 
engraving points; Metabo gearing sets; jigsaw blades etc., 

256 (9 packs of 12) Dremel EZ SpeedClic SC456B, 38mm metal cutting discs; (1) 
MS2001EM MultiSharp drill bit sharpener; (3) 33/60 Trend arbors; (2) Trend 2/6 HSS 
router cutters; (1) Trend 50/05 HSSE router 

257 (Approx 32) Assorted engineer files PLUS (2) Sandvik 6" flat engineer files with 
handles; (2) Draper 200mm engineer files with handles; (2) Kennedy engineer files with 
handles; Assorted bi material file handles etc., 

258 (24) Glardon Vallorbe LA2410-160-0 round needle files 

259 (Approx 700) HGT2526; 1" diameter aluminium identity discs PLUS (50) 30mm dia. 
Aluminium identity discs with 5mm hole 

260 Large quantity 0f assorted metric and imperial hexagon wrenches PLUS (9) 14mm hex 
wrenches; (19) T-40 tamper proof Torx keys; (22) T20L Torx keys; Assorted T handle 
ball end (2mm, 8mm, 3/8"); Bondhus ball ended; (1) 22mm hex wrench,  

261 (22 Boxes of 12 = 264 total) Gerratt 643R-4, No.4 round HOG hair bristle fitch brushes 

262 Large quantity assorted paint and fitch brushes including: (144) AES No.1 wood handle 
brushes; (48) Kennedy 5336702K brushes; (40) 3/4" wide sud brushes; (84) 5079-1 
brushes; (100) No. 6 Senator SENB006 Handover brushes; (8) Kennedy 1" angle 
brushes KEN5336020K; (6) Prodec No.6 round fitch brushes; (12) Gerratt No. 1 pure 
sable pencil brushes etc., 

263 (30) Assorted measuring tapes - Kennedy/Senator/Yomoto; 3 metre to 30 metre range 



 

 

264 (5 assorted) 1" sq drive impact sockets and extensions comprising: (1) 250mm long 
extension; (1) 200mm long extension; (1) 52mm impack socket; (2) 24mm impact 
sockets 

265 (7 assorted) 3/4" sq drive impact sockets and extensions comprising: (1) 250mm long 
extension; (1) 30mm deep impact socket; (1) 1.1/16" impact socket; (1) 22mm impact 
socket; (1) 5/8AF impact socket; (1) 1.5/16AF impact socket; (1) 16mm impact socket 

266 Large quantity 3/8" & 1/2" impact sockets comprising: (8) 1/2" sq drive impact sockets; 
(10) 3/8 sq drive x 13mm deep impact sockets; (8) 10mm deep impact sockets 3/8 sq 
drive; (10) 8mm standard impact sockets 3/8" sq drive; (5) 3/8" extensions 150mm 
long; (2) Apex 8mm standard sockets 3/8" sq drive; (5) Kennedy 19mm black cranked 
podger ring single ended spanners; (4) Kennedy 17mm black single ended spanners 

267 Assorted Stanley/Kennedy hand tools including: (1) Stanley STHTO-05899 trowel 
320mm x 130mm; (1) 14" Stanley Fatmax wrecking bar; (1) Stanley 65-338 & (1) 
Stanley 65-336 screwdrivers; (3) Stanley 0-65-395 screwdrivers; (1) 33-523 measuring 
tape; (2) 199 Stanley knives; (1) Stanley 7-20-556 jab saw; (3) Kennedy 537-051 
knives; (1) Regni R308, 1 piece 1/2" leaf and square; (2) Senator 6 blade pocket 
knives; (1) Kennedy 6" aluminium magnetic vice jaws; ( 1 pair) steel jaws to suit 
100mm engineer vice 

268 Assorted Kennedy hand tools including: (1) I beam 900mm spirit level; (1 pair) 
Kennedy 24" low tensite bolt cropper; (1) Senator 60mm portable bench vice; (1) 
Senator plasterers trowel and broad heel brick trowel; (1) Kennedy 12 x 12 plasterers 
hawk; (2) 7/8" & (2) 1.1/4" flat wood bits; (1) 9" beechwood mitre box etc., 

269 (1) Rutland 16 litre garden knapsack sprayer PLUS (1) Kennedy 35 litre plastic water 
container 

270 (Approx 1300) Assorted Edison self locking cable ties PLUS assorted P clips and hose 
clips PLUS (1) Kennedy cable tie locking gun to suit 

271 (47) Martor Secunorm 125001 Mizar safety knives with auto blade retraction 

272 (47) Martor Secunorm 125001 Mizar safety knives with auto blade retraction 

273 (8 reels) Saywell Inconel locking wire 0.020" (approx 1kg each) PLUS (1 reel) Saywell 
stainless steel locking wire 0.020" (approx 1kg each); PLUS (2 reels) Saywell stainless 
steel locking wire 0.032" (approx 1 kg each); PLUS (1) 22 SWG soft copper wire 
(approx 10kg) 

274 (2000) M4 x 16 SWG A2 stainless round rivet bushes; (500) M5 steel reduced head 
knurled rivet nuts; PLUS (1000) 3mm x 12mm countersunk rivets steel 

275 (2000) M4  x 14 SWG A2 stainless hexagon rivet bushes; (200) M3 x 16 SWG A2 
stainless round hank rivet bushes 

276 (1500) M5 x 10 SWG A2 stainless Hank round rivet bushes 

277 (1000) M5 x 16 SWG A2 stainless Hank round rivet bushes 

278 (1000) M5 x 14 SWG A2 stainless Hank round rivet bushes 

279 (750) M6 x 16 SWG A2 stainless round rivet bushes; PLUS (300) M6 x 10 stainless 
weld studs 

280 (1750) M6 x 14 SWG A2 stainless round rivet bushes;  

281 Assorted rivet bushes comprising: (200) M10  x 10SWG A2 stainless hexagon rivet 
bushes;  (500) M6 x 14 SWG A2 stainless hexagon rivet bushes; (200) M8 x 14 SWG 
A2 stainless hexagon rivet bushes 

282 (150) CBZ - 1/8  Cleco type (copper) temporary fasteners/Skinpins; 0 - 1/2" grip range; 
No. 30 drill size; Reuseable; Monogram wedgelock, cylindrical body shape 



 

 

283 Aerospace & Engineering manufacture assorted temporary fasteners comprising: (100) 
04-M-3/32, 0-1/4" capacity monogram Cleco type fasteners; (50) MHD-5/32 monogram 
Cleco style temporary fasteners; (3) 105 4065 mandrels/punches; (4) 53-141A set of 4 
(3/32", 1/8",  5/32", 3/16"), 1 piece knock out punches/mandrels 

284 (7) Contrinex Inductive proximity sensors; Operating distance 6mm; 12mm thread; DW-
AS-703-M12 

285 (13) Kennedy/Starrett HSS/Carbide holesaws including (1) A2 arbor with pilot drill 

286 (10) Assorted BRM Flex-hone deburring brushes comprising: (3) BC11M 18OZ 25 
deburring brushes; (4) BC9.5M12 brushes; (2) 85-AY1250-180G SC Flex-hones; (1) 
BC3418 180SC Flex-hone 

287 (8) BRM Flex-Hone BC7M 180Z25 deburring tools 

288 (10) BRM Flex-Hone BC11M 180Z25 deburring tools 

289 (9) BRM Flex-Hone BC64M 180Z25 deburring tools 

290 (9) BRM Flex-Hone BC64M 180Z25 deburring tools 

291 (9) BRM Flex-Hone BC64M 180Z25 deburring tools 

292 (9) BRM Flex-Hone BC64M 180Z25 deburring tools 

293 Assorted Kennedy paint consumables including: (22) 4 row wire brushes with scrapers; 
(10) Kennedy stainless steel 4 row wire brushes; (3) Harris 4" Work Smart frames; (10) 
GRP Tool adhesive rollers; (3) Sealant guns; (2) Protec mini frames; (2) Bird cage 
paint roller frames; (10) Mini roller sleeves; (3) 9" paint roller sleeves; (4) 7" paint roller 
sleeves; (6) 1 litre plastic paint kettles etc., 

294 (100) ATA ATAFLEX AFW188-M120; 14mm dia., x 38mm long, 6mm shank, cylindrical 
mounted points, 120 grade SD45R CC 

295 (100) ATA ATAFLEX AFW188-M120; 14mm dia., x 38mm long, 6mm shank, cylindrical 
mounted points, 120 grade SD45R CC 

296 (100) ATA ATAFLEX AFW188-M120; 14mm dia., x 38mm long, 6mm shank, cylindrical 
mounted points, 120 grade SD45R CC 

297 (140) ATA ATAFLEX AFW175-M120 cylindrical mounted points 10mmx 10mm x 3mm 
shank SP60R 

298 (140) ATA ATAFLEX AFW175-M120 cylindrical mounted points 10mmx 10mm x 3mm 
shank SP60R 

299 (12 packs of 10) ATA mounted points W182-AN6; 13mm x 3mm x 6mm shank 

300 (12 packs of 10) ATA mounted points W182-AN6; 13mm x 3mm x 6mm shank 

301 (Approx 150) ATA/Kennedy assorted mounted points 

302 (3) Assorted drill chucks comprising: (1) Rohm Prima 1-13mm chuck, 5/8" x 16tpi; (1) 
Kennedy heavy duty 1-13mm drill chuck, 3/8 x 24f thread; (1) Hilti keyless chuck 
752062 ref., PLUS (11) assorted Jacobs chuck keys 

303 (6) Assorted drill chuck arbors comprising: (1) Jacobs 5MT X 5JT; (1) Kennedy 3MT 
5/8x16 thread; (1) 3MT 1/2 x 20 thread; (1) B16 x 3MT arbor; (1) B12 x 3MT arbor; (1) 
3MT x 33JT arbor 

304 (8) Assorted drill chuck arbors comprising: (3) 3MT 6JT; (1) 3MT 2JT: (1) 2MT 2JT; (1) 
4MT 33JT; (1) R8 taper 33JT; (1) 1MT 1/2 x 20 thread arbor 

305 Assorted drill extensions including: (1) 4MT inside - 3MT outside extension socket; (1) 
1MT inside - 3MT outside extension socket; (3) Solid HSS centre 1MT with spanner 
flats; 3MT & 0MT drill drifts etc., 



 

 

306 Assorted brushes including: (90) No. 5 artist brushes; (10) Gerratt 3/4" paint brushes; 
(30) 2" paint brushes; (20) Assorted 3/16" artist brushes; (20) Assorted sash brushes; 
Assorted twist handled Celia type sensitive bristle brushes/tube cleaning brushes 

307 (1) 10925 110 volt 500 watt twin head tripod stand site light PLUS (1) 500 watt 110 volt 
16A Mini-pod flood light cable 3 metre long 

308 Assorted lighting including: (60) Electronite Herzeus bulbs NS1303FP NSL3, 3  insert 
bulbs; (15) Osram halogen photo optic lamps HLX 64637; (3) Osram 64633; (1) 3 
metre blue liner 0.6-0.9mm; (1) 0.5 metre 16A plug to 32A fly lead; (200) Cembre blue 
push on female terminals; (1) MKS2P DC24 relay DPDT; (1) PF083A-E socket B-PIN; 
Assorted fuses; (2) 110 volt 250 watt ruby reflector lamps 

309 (40) 10mm extension pipe assemblies 1 metre long, pneumatic 98 shore hardness 
calibrated 10 x 6.5mm 15121D, 508197; PLUS (20) 6mm extension air pipe 
assemblies 1 metre long, pneumatic 98. 6 x 4mm, 15D07D 503047 

310 (1) Kennedy air filter unit G1/2; (1) SMC AR30-F03 air filter; (1) Pressure gauge 50mm 
dia., 0-12 bar; (2) On-off controls 

311 (6) HYDAC 126993 hydraulic filter elements; PLUS (3) HYDAC FGS-0240-D010 EN4, 
1250491 hydraulic filter elements 

312 (7) FHFSP030HS high pressure hydraulic filter elements 

313 (7) FHFSP030HS high pressure hydraulic filter elements 

314 (5) HC 6200 hydraulic filters FKN8H 

315 (7) Parker FTBEZA20Q filter elements PLUS (1) QA-D5412 SH7613 filter element 

316 (3) Filtrec 4024324 hydraulic press filters PLUS (2) HP 0651A10AN filters; (1) 4024324 
hydraulic filter; (12) 355mm x 265mm x 12 fibreglass filter panels 

317 (80) Azlon 250ml HDPE polypropylene translucent round sample bottles with lids 
NMPP/BNP025P 

318 (80) Azlon 250ml HDPE polypropylene translucent round sample bottles with lids 
NMPP/BNP025P 

319 (Approx 80) Assorted York spindled flap wheels 

320 Assorted wire wheels comprising: (1) 200mm x 40mm x 31.75mm bore brass steel wire 
wheel; (3) York 100mm x 28mm x 30 wire brushes 30SWG; (3) 100mm x 20mm x 
20mm wire wheels; (1) 150mm x M14 threaded arbor cup brush 30SWG; (1) 115mm x 
11mm x M14 35SWG twisted knot brush; (10) assorted shaft mounted wire brushes; 

321 Assorted abrasives including: (150) abrasive discs; (2) 25mm x 50m emery rolls; (1) 
50mm emery roll; (20) 125mm x 3mm depressed centre discs; (8) 100mm x 6mm DCD; 
(9) 125mm polishing flap wheels; (12) 180mm aluminium oxide flap discs; 230mm & 
180mm cut off discs; (4) general purpose foam pads etc., 

322 (18) Garryson GB240 GARRYFLEX 80mm x 50mm x 20mm brown abrasive blocks 

323 (18) Garryson GB240 GARRYFLEX 80mm x 50mm x 20mm brown abrasive blocks 

324 (30) Norton MF244 round medium India files, 1/2" dia x 4" long 

325 1 lot assorted bench stones; PLUS (12) Kemet Gesswein stones OT5202, 6mm x 6mm 
x 150mm 

326 (1) Kennedy No. 1 Huntington style wheel dresser; (1) Kennedy No. 0 Huntington type 
wheel dresser; (1) Senator SEN4961000K, 1 carat diamond dresser 



 

 

327 1 lot assorted garage consumablkes including: (2) Justrite type 1 0.5 litre Safe can; (2) 
Kennedy 250cc metal oil cans force feed pump; (7) Tyre tread depth gauges; (1) Tyre 
pressure gauge; (1) Metal spout for gerry can; (2) Kennedy brake cylinder hone 3 leg 
type; (1) Sykes Pickavent piston ring compressor ratchet type 66037000; (4) Kennedy 
3 piece cylinder hone stone sets; (4) Kennedy 3 piece hone stone sets; (1) Senator 
telescopic wheel wrench 

328 Grinding wheels comprising: (1) York 150mm x 16mm x 31.75mm bore A60 wheel; (1) 
150mm x 20mm x 31.75mm bore GC80 wheel; (1) 200mm x 20mm x 31.75mm A60 
wheel; (1) York polishing kit; (50) Blue twill emery cloth 9" x 11" 120 grit; (2) Kennedy 
200mm sheepskin polishing mops; (5) York 200g rolls of wire wool grade 0; (2) 10" x 
1/2" polishing mops. 

329 (2100) Assorted LOCKER woven stainless steel SS304 grade wire mesh filters 
comprising: (300) S1726, 108mm mesh 80 wire 0.14mm; (400) S1276, 108mm mesh 
180 wire 0.05mm; (400) 108mm mesh 200 wire 0.05mm; (550) 64mm, mesh 120 wire 
.090mm; (300) S1813, 72mm dia., RF200 mesh 200, wire .05mm; (100) S1585, 72mm, 
180 mesh, 0.05mm; (100) S1584, 72mm mesh 80 wire 0.14mm.  

330 (1) IKO LWH20 liner track rail; HS2 high carbon steel; 2480B rail; 480mm long 

331 (6 sets) Fortus T12 computer aided TIP sets (2 piece) 007'' (.178mm) slice, for Fortus 
3D PC printers; FDM Thermoplastic 3D production printer used for prototyping, tooling 
and digital manufacturing. PLUS (2) RENISHAW ceramic extensions A5000-7755, M4 
x  50mm long 

332 (1400) Male to male vibration bobbins; M5X20/M5X10 1515mm 10/20 - 60g 

333 (1400) Male to male vibration bobbins; M5X20/M5X10 1515mm 10/20 - 60g 

334 1 lot assorted machine shop consumables including: C spanners; Marking inks; (1) 
Chuck guard; Die springs; Enginner studs, machine knobs, MAC 84817 MACMASK 
paint mask; Gland extractors etc., 

335 (48) Assorted Roxspur measurement and control temperature thermocouples 
comprising: (28) Type N, TTEXL005, 3000mm long x 3mm dia; PLUS (20) Type N, 
TTEXL003, 3000mm long x 1.5mm dia., 

336 (3) Jonesco JFP3 single red fire extinguisher stands with back; Polyethylene, 320mm x 
750mm x 300mm  

337 ( 5 sets) 10 piece tool sets in 16 pocket fabric tool rolls comprising: (1) Kennedy 
150mm engineer screwdriver; (1) 17mm x 19mm CV open ended spanner; (1) 11/16 x 
5/8AF open ended spanner; (1 of each) 18mm, 16mm, 14mm, 11mm, 13mm & 7mm 
CV combination spanners; (1) 6mm heaxagon wrench. 

338 ( 5 sets) 10 piece tool sets in 16 pocket fabric tool rolls comprising: (1) Kennedy 
150mm engineer screwdriver; (1) 17mm x 19mm CV open ended spanner; (1) 11/16 x 
5/8AF open ended spanner; (1 of each) 18mm, 16mm, 14mm, 11mm, 13mm & 7mm 
CV combination spanners; (1) 6mm heaxagon wrench. 

339 ( 5 sets) 10 piece tool sets in 16 pocket fabric tool rolls comprising: (1) Kennedy 
150mm engineer screwdriver; (1) 17mm x 19mm CV open ended spanner; (1) 11/16 x 
5/8AF open ended spanner; (1 of each) 18mm, 16mm, 14mm, 11mm, 13mm & 7mm 
CV combination spanners; (1) 6mm heaxagon wrench. 

340 ( 5 sets) 10 piece tool sets in 16 pocket fabric tool rolls comprising: (1) Kennedy 
150mm engineer screwdriver; (1) 17mm x 19mm CV open ended spanner; (1) 11/16 x 
5/8AF open ended spanner; (1 of each) 18mm, 16mm, 14mm, 11mm, 13mm & 7mm 
CV combination spanners; (1) 6mm heaxagon wrench. 

341 1 lot assorted tapes including barrier tape, double sided tape, 3M pressure sensitive 
tapes, warning tapes etc., 

342 9 rolls 3M 420, 25.4mm x 32.9 metre lead foil (Linered) tape 

343 9 rolls 3M 420, 25.4mm x 32.9 metre lead foil (Linered) tape 



 

 

344 9 rolls 3M 420, 25.4mm x 32.9 metre lead foil (Linered) tape 

345 4 rolls 3M 420, 50mm x 32.9 metre lead foil (Linered) tape 

346 (12 tubs) 3M wire pulling lubricant LUB-1/3.78; FE-5100-4560-5, 3.78 litre size 

347 (7) Seko dosing applicator units comprising: (3) Seko PXB1F04N0000 Promax 
chemical 4 litre/minute wall mountable dosing dispensers PLUS (4) Seko 
PXB4F04N0000 Promax chemical 4 litre/minute wall mountable LP NE 4 product 
dosing units 

348 (4) ScotchBrite 150mm wide x 10 metre CFR Super polishing rolls BLANC 

349 (6 pair) Safety footwear comprising: (1 pair) Sievi men's black clogs size 13 (Finland); ( 
2pair) size 9 FS44 Anblers safety shoes; (1) size 11 PM100 black boots; (1) Size 8 
105SM WorkTough boots; (1) Size 7 honey colour Tuffsafe boots 

350 (5 pairs) Sitesafe safety footwear comprising: (1) Size 9 black shoes; (1) Size 10 
copper colour safety shoes; (1) Szie 6 black safety shoes; (1) Size 11 safety boots; (1) 
Size 7 Chukka boots 

351 (7 pairs) Ladies safety shoes comprising: (3) Sievi size 4 ladies clogs (Finland); (10 
Size 3 Linea HookNloop safety shoes; (1) size 5 Lavaro Grace court shoes size 3; (1) 
Size 8 ladies shoes 

352 (4 pairs) Keuka Antislip 5360E safety boots - (2) size 6 & (2) size 12 

353 (6 pair) Goliath safety boots comprising: (2) CL69 black brogue shoes - sizes 8&9; (2) 
SPP16S1 Oxford shoes sizes 10&12; (1) Safety trainers KPSM 1188 size 5; (1) Derby 
boot ELSP 1023 - size 6 

354 (4 x 48) DEVILBISS OMX-70-K48 Universal cup liner kits; (1) Devilbiss PRO-200-14-K 
fluid nozzle 

355 (2 bags of 100 each) Elimistat ELMB610 open top static shielding bags; 6" x 10"; 
(Stops electrostatic discharge from entering) 

356 (20 boxes of 10 each box) Starchem MB-10 Tack cloths PLUS (200) 650CC Super cup 
115.14 paint mixing cups 

357 Assorted nozzles comprising (4 bags of 6) 3M 08193 mixing nozzles; (9 bags of 1000) 
Adhesive dispensing TN16/AD16TT (16 gauge Smooth Flow Taper tip) nozzles; (500) 
RP14-41419 Chemitall Jurblami encapsulated nozzles; (1000) Chemitall Jurblami 1003 
BL-B nozzles -30 degree angle encapsulated nozzles 

358 (2 x 300) 3M 446 White laminate disposable protective over hoods 

359 (Approx 12,000) 3M BumpOn SJ5302 transparent resin anti slip molded protectors 
7.9mm wide x 2.2mm high; PLUS Approx 20 assorted rolls masking discs 214 - 
10mm/12mm/18mm/7/8"/1.1/8" etc., 

360 Assorted paper products and hand cleaner including: (2) Tork 197160 prep cleaning 
cloth wiper pack; (9 rolls) Optimum 2 ply hygiene rolls 500mm wide x 50metre white; (1 
box) Tork 53 02 75 heavy duty folded blue cloth; (Pack of 2) 160 sheets Perform PNWF 
160 TUFWIPE folded white; (10 x 150 sheets) Tufwipe PNBF 150, 430mm x 300mm 
blue cloth sheets; (24) Tork 42 0901 Luxury soft liquid soap; (7) STOPIT 1.6L barrier 
cream; Assorted dispensers; (5) DEB Flora free mild 1 litre hand wash; (3) GOJO 
1250ml hand soap; (5 litre) Surface cleaner; (6) Flash 500ml All purpose cleaner, etc., 

361 (3) CC1650 hand strapping 16mm x 800 metre blue polypropylene; (2000) Avon 12mm 
standard steel seals; (1) Packer SST-1319 heavy duty sealless combination tool for 
steel strapping 

362 Assorted men's/ladie's trousers comprising: (5 pairs) Alsitech ALMT20NAPX 32L navy 
Proban trousers; (1) Portwest 2885 32R warehouse trousers; (2) ORN 2560 8R ladies 
combat trousers; (1) T28 12T black cargo trousers; (1) UC902S 32" short, navy cargo 
trousers; (1) T32 size 36 French navy blue trousers; (1) TRF 554 Small mens fleece  



 

 

363 Various HI-VIZ clothing comprising: (6) Pulsar Pulsarrail size XX large P422 Body 
warmers with logo; (1) Tuffsafe 2 piece X-large rain jacket & trousers yellow; (1) 
Tuffsafe HI-VIS waterproof Highway coat CL3 Orange large; (1) Mascot 15501-231-
17010 Harlow yellow/blue HI VIZ small with logo; (1) Tuffsafe HI VIZ 7in1 yellow XX 
large large jacket with logo 

364 (12) Warrior medium/large Detroit navy body warmers BWPCN 

365 (38) Assorted HI VIZ (Yellow/orange/blue) various sizes M/L/XL/XXL, waistcoats 

366 (Approx 340) B17470 Textile neck lanyards PLUS (20) DURABLE 8223 01 textile 
lanyards with badge reels and snap hook 

367 (4) Size 19 collar long sleeve Oxford shirts in white; (1) Size 14 Oxford shirt short 
sleeve blue; (23) Assorted navy polo shirts Medium/large/X large 

368 (2) Portwest yellow HI VIZ polo shirts XL; (9) 4964 Sioen yellow HI VIZ Flexothane 
Classic Montreal coveralls 

369 Assorted clothing comprising: (3) Size 40 Blue Castle 344 navy stud front boiler suits; 
(1) Size 44 boiler suit; (1) 2XL KS12 Multi purpose trousers; (3) Mascot Pasadena 
trousers 30£, 42" & 42"; (1) Cargo navy 34" waist trousers; (1) Regatta XL navy over 
trousers; (2) Portwest B300 navy sweatshirts XXL; (1) B300 navy sweatshirt small; (2) 
Fristad XXL Coolmax T shirts, (1) Fristad XXL long johns 

370 (110) EPC 1002, 10mm Push-In 1/4" BSP Thread collets PLUS (1) 10mm x 30 metre 
braided blue PVC hose; (1) Kobe 6mm Hi Flex polyurethane air hose 7.5 metre 
extended; (1) Kobe 3/8" dia Hi Flex polyeurathane air hose 7.5 metre extended 

371 1 lot - (approx 110 pieces) steel air couplings; adaptors; collets; tail pieces; nipples; Y 
pieces; etc., 

372 Assorted ADVANCE insulation tape including: 12mm, 19mm & 25mm wide; (10 rolls) 
3M Scotchbrite Super 88 heavy duty vinyl electrical tape 19mm blace x 20 metre 

373 (7) Carestream Industrex MX125 imaging film 100NIF; 50mm x 200mm; 609 5681; 
(Expire end of 2019) 

374 (7 Boxes of 10) Moldex FFP2 244501 Smart masks; (6) Moldex 8500 A2 replacement 
filters; (2) Moldex 8100A filters; (2) 8095 filter holders; (8) 8070P2D filter pads 

375 (15 boxes of 100) Skytec IRIS nitril disposable gloves small (expire 2020) 

376 (1) 3M PALTOR headset HTM 79A; (3) MSA yellow PPE 429 Type 14 helmet mounted 
ear muffs; (1) Vertex A10VBA VENT helmet blue 

377 (80) Recoil 3/4" UNF Helicoil inserts 1.5D; PLUS (3) 3/4" UNF X 16TPI HSS Recoil 
threading taps (USA); PLUS (95) 1" UNF  x 1.5D Recoil helicoil inserts; PLUS (10 
Recoil 10 x 24 UNC thread repai kit; PLUS (40) 3/8unf x 1.5D inserts; PLUS (10) M10 x 
1.5D helicoil inserts 

378 (11) FAR 0902 steel screw gate safety Carabiners, alloy steel 15mm opening; PLUS 
(7) Titex Miller 1008271 lanyards 1.5 metre 

379 Assorted eye bolts comprising: (6) M16 collared eyebolts with certs; (1) SCD05 self 
colour large Dees shackle SWL 2.00T with cert; (3) C0108, 1" BSW collared eye bolt 
2.75T with cert; (3) Screw pin Dee shackles 0.5T; (1) Matlock endless round sling 1.5 
metre x 45mm, 1T SWL; (1) Eliza Tinsley black welded chain 4mm short link x 10 
metre 3440153; (1) 6mm x 33mm x 5 metre chain, side weld straight link Jappaned 

380 Assorted dry wipe markers including: (24) Highlighter blue markers; (36) Highlighter 
orange markers; (60) Highlighter pink markers; (24) IKON Dry wipe bullet markers 
green; (28) WBSL Drywipe markers green; (20) Q Connect red bullet tip Dry wipe red; 
(5) Aieline 5109A white board blue markers 

381 (80) Luxor 3413 permanent markers no. 100 red; PLUS (6) Pentel pen N50XL extra 
broad permanent markers blue; 

382 (200) 409-1432 plastic syringes 12ml with fixed nozzles white; (USA) 



 

 

383 (5 pairs) 19" CAC heat resistant fully lined T92998 Hetrogene mitts PLUS (6 pairs) 
Over glove mitts to suit above; PLUS (6 pairs) Assorted split leather welding gloves 

384 (3) BSD manufacture, SFX311-01 ARC helmet visors 12 CAL/CM2; PLUS (2 pairs) 
Parweld size 10 PANTHER welding gloves 

385 (50) ATA PFERD FLEXWHEELS PNL6050A180; 60mm x 50mm x 6mm spindle 

386 (30) ATA PFERD FLEXWHEELS PNL6050A180; 60mm x 50mm x 6mm spindle; PLUS 
(30) ATA FG5020A120 flap grinders 

387 (800) 3M HOOKIT discs comprising: (400) 3M HOOKIT discs 255P P120 grit, 150mm 
dia 50445; (200) HOOKIT discs 255P P500 grit, 150mm dia 50454; (200) HOOKIT 
236U P320 grit, 150mm dia. 65239. 

388 (600) SIA 1960 SIAREXX 125mm dia., x 180 grit S PERF sanding discs 

389 (600) SIA 1960 SIAREXX 125mm dia., sanding discs comprising: (400) 320 grit; (200) 
240 grit S PERF 

390 (600) SIA 1960 SIAREXX 125mm dia., x 400 grit S PERF sanding discs 

391 (600) SIA 1960 SIAREXX 125mm dia., x 400 grit S PERF sanding discs 

392 (8) FEIN 150mm non woven medium grinding buffs 637 23021 013 

393 (5) Scotchbrite 6" x 1/2" x 1" bore P36 BB-ZB Radial bristle brushes  

394 (5) Scotchbrite 6" x 1/2" x 1" bore P36 BB-ZB Radial bristle brushes  

395 (5) Scotchbrite 6" x 1/2" x 1" bore P36 BB-ZB Radial bristle brushes  

396 (5) Scotchbrite 6" x 1/2" x 1" bore P36 BB-ZB Radial bristle brushes  

397 6 sets soft jaws comprising: (3 sets) KSJ8 Kitagawa soft jaws to suit B08/B208 255mm 
chuck; PLUS (3 sets) SCHUNK UVB 160 soft monoblock jaws to suit ROTA THW3 
200-52 chuck 

398 Assorted abrasives including: 50mm HookNloop discs; (150) ATA discs 38mm dia., 
(12) Garryson flap wheels; (19) 3M Scotch Brite 76mm bristle brushes; Norton emery 
roll 50mm x 25 metre long; (400 sheets) Struers silicone carbide paper180 grit; (100 
sheets) Struers 360 grit silicone carbide paper; 

399 (3) 1200mm wide x 180 metre rolls 50GSM Kraft masking paper PLUS (30) Rayfast 
TFE-20-X-STK Heat shrink x 1 metre long 

400 (15 pairs) 3M safety glasses SF203AF-EU Securfit amber; (10) 3M WP96, PC 
protective face shields; (2) 3M CHG-02EU head respirator battery chargers 

401 1 lot assorted plasters, dressings, tissues, (2) Tuffsafe Small 1st aid kits, F14944 
response body fluid etc., 

402 (10 pair) Bolle Silium & CSP lens spectacles, platinum cvoated; (5 pair) Uvex 9174-065 
Skylite Ultradura glasses; (1 pair of each): Honeywell 1015364 specs; Uvex 1-VO 
9160065 specs; 3M 71501-00001M specs 

403 (35 pairs) Sitesafe SSF-960-1540K clear safety specs with side arms 

404 (30 pairs) Betafit Montana 2201 clkear safety specs 

405 Assorted PPE comprising: (11) Scott Safety IC900Z Interchange black nylon visor 
carriers;  (10 packs of 10) Scott MPV-44-K10 replacement clear visor covers PM10; 
(60) Laser Lite foam ear plugs; (8) Assorted safety helmets; face & head seals, chin 
straps etc., 

406 (11 boxes of 100) Dermatril KCL 740 Honeywell XXL category 111 disposable gloves 
260mm long (expire 2022) 



 

 

407 (7 boxes of 50) Showa 7565 nitrile gloves black medium powder and silicone free and 
antistatic; 300mm long (expire 2022) 

408 (8 bags of 100) North CS042W nitrile powder free Chemsoft medium gloves 

409 Assorted disposable gloves comprising: (100) Mapa Solo Ultra 999 nitrile gloves large; 
(100) PH Bodyguard GL100 black Finite nitrile medium gloves; (100) Ansell Microflex 
63-864 latex size 9 gloves; (50) Ansell 93-260 chemical resistant gloves XXL; (90) 
Kimberley Kimtech Science nitrile gloves medium 

410 (20 boxes of 100) Semperguard XPERT nitrile powder free disposable gloves medium 
(expire 2021) 

411 (20 boxes of 100) Semperguard XPERT nitrile powder free disposable gloves medium 
(expire 2021) 

412 (11 boxes of 100) Semperguard XPERT nitrile powder free disposable gloves large 
(expire 2022) 

413 (5 x 100' coils) Dakin Flathers 1/4" x 0.025" x 32TPI regular wavy carbon steel hard 
tooth bandsaw coils 

414 (5 x 100' coils) Dakin Flathers 1/4" x 0.025" x 32TPI regular wavy carbon steel hard 
tooth bandsaw coils 

415 (1 x 100' coil) Dakin Flathers 1/4" x 0.025" x 32TPI regular wavy carbon steel hard 
tooth bandsaw coil PLUS (21) Starrett 3734mm x 3/8 x 4R carbon bandsaw blades; (1) 
Simonds 12'6 z 1 x 10tpi M42 bandsaw blade; (1) 3810mm x 1" x 8/12tpi Simonds M42 
bimetal blade; (1) 10'6 x 1 x 4/6TPI M42 Simonds bandsaw blade; (1) 10'6 x 1 x 10TPI 
M42 bimetal bandsaw blade 

416 25kg GE2 yellow paint paste  

417 Assorted disposable PPE including: (10) Ansell Alphatec 1500-WH Microgard coveralls 
with hoods 138/M; (500) Sitesafe blue beard masks; (400) green D93330HP PAL mob 
caps; (20) Ansell Microgard 1600 Plus CVRL Hood 111 medium; (15) Alphatec 1800 
Std 1800-WH CVRL Hood 111 XL; (1) 3M 4440M Lab coat with zipper (no hood); (5) 
3M 4500M suits with hoods; (6) Sitesafe coveralls with hoods medium; (3) Dupont 
ProShield 60 coverall white small; (8) Cotton elasticated sleeve protectors; (18) 16" 
Protective clear sleeves 

418 (9000) Greiner P300C 05; 71mm diameter plastic lids 

419 (50) 48" long x 15/16" dia., wooden broom handles; Tapered neck complete with (18) 
green sockets to suit; PLUS (25) 60" long x 1.1/8" tapered neck broom handles 

420 (1 set of 4) Thor CHOCK -IT  rubber wheel chocks with nylon rope handles; 270mm x 
190mm x 190mm 

421 (1 set of 4) Thor CHOCK -IT  rubber wheel chocks with nylon rope handles; 270mm x 
190mm x 190mm 

422 (1 set of 4) Thor CHOCK -IT  rubber wheel chocks with nylon rope handles; 270mm x 
190mm x 190mm 

423 (1 set of 4) Thor CHOCK -IT  rubber wheel chocks with nylon rope handles; 270mm x 
190mm x 190mm 

424 (1) 25 litre Exol Trojan 68 mineral oil based gear oil; PLUS (2) 19 litres Hangsterfer 
S388 Biostable S388 concentrate coolant for turning, milling machines etc 

425 (1 set of 4) 100mm dia wheel, swivel castors with brakes; PLUS (3) Assorted castors; 
PLUS (1) 160mm dia., solid tyre wheel 

426 (7 x 500 bags) Greenway RPS-6.3-10.00-38 nylon fixing/rigidity spacers 10mm O/D x 
6.3mm I/D x 38mm long; (PLUS (1700) Nylon fixing spacers 11.5mm O/D x 45mm long 
x 7.8mm I/D. 



 

 

427 Assorted lubricants including: ; (2) 20 litre oil absorbant granules; (6) 250g Chesterton 
900 Goldend paste; ( 2 tins) leak detector spray; (1) GS5 gasket stripper spray; (3) 
Loctite 1kg PC7219B wearing compound (expire 2020); (4) Dow Corning 100g DC4 
compound; (1) 90ml Dow Corning 732 sealant; (1) Met Prep 5 litre Advance cutting 
fluid; (10 rolls) cork strip 25mm wide 

428 (4) Duravec  5kg Silicone 702 diffusion pump oil 

429 (2) Starparts T250 Titanium MIG welding torches, air cooled; 25mm2 cable approx 4 
metres long 

430 Assorted welding consumables including: (7) Gold Freeze A300102 heat protection 
gold plated curved composite safety glass 100mm x 220mm; (12) Weld hand held filter 
shields; (6) 57Y0L long welding back caps; (1) Binzel 124.0011 insulated liner; (1) Bull 
Finch 330 low pressure regulator for propane; (1) 10mm x 10 metre oxygen hose with 
3/8" fitting; (20) Futuris CR39, 4.1/4 x 3.1/4 cover plates; Assorted ceramic nozzles; 
Assorted contact tips; (3) SWP assorted swage nozzles; Tungsten electrodes, tip 
adaptors; Assorted double flat nickel tips etc., 

431 Assorted NTN bearings comprising: (8) NTN 4T-32009X bearings; (9) NTN 32007X 
bearings; (2) NTN 32008X bearings; (20) 11949/11910 taper bearings 

432 (11) Koyo UCF205J ball bearing units 

433 Assorted bearings comprising: (20) JNS CF6UU-A standard type CAM followers; (4) 
SMW Autoblok 017869 bearings; (18) FAG 6003-ZZ-C3 deep groove ball bearings; (1) 
SNR 6200-ZZC3-J30 ball bearing; (4) POS 14EC FLURO G4 x 5W, 14x2 IKO rod end 
bearings; (2) SNR KM15 locknuts;  

434 Assorted IKO bearings comprising: (20) IKO TAF 405030/NK4030 needle roller 
bearings; (28) IKO NAX3530 Z bearings; (1) IKO BMU 6080 linear bearings 

435 Large quantity assorted Dunlop V belts, timing belts; 91) Dunlop SPA 100/3 (1610) 
Groove pulley; (1) Dunlop SPA 118/1 taper bore; (1) Groove pulley 1610; (30) Dunlop 
06B-2 British standard connecting links; Oil seals etc., 

436 (1) Winter KIAI -350-20-5, 350mm x 20mm x 527mm bore D64K-PLUS, diamond 
universal resin bonded wheel for wet grinding; K+888NY C75B 

437 (3) Flexovit 355mm x 25mm x 127mm bore grinding wheels GC60 JKV 

438 (2) Flexovit 355mm x 25mm x 127mm bore grinding wheels WA46 KVL 

439 Assorted grinding wheels comprising: (2) Flexovit 200mm x 40mm x 76.2mm bore, 
(recessed one side 120mm x 25mm) GC60 IVK; (1) Flexovit 200mm x 25mm x 31.75 
WA80 KVL; (1) Norton 200mm x 25mm x 31.75mm bore 39C 100KVS wheel; (1) 
Flexovit 200mm x 20mm x 31.75mm bore GC100 IVK wheel; (1) Flexovit 250mm x 
32mm x 32mm bore WA60 MVL grinding wheel 

440 Assorted 3M abrasives including: (50) 3M 337DC A300 linisher belts, 100mm x 
289mm; (80) 25mm x 1065mm 3M linisher belts 947D; (1) 60 grit 25mm x 25 metre 
314D P60 emery cloth roll; (5) 3M 432mm dia., (17") Scotch Brite green floor pads; 
Sanding discs, Wet/Dry paper etc 

441 1 lot assorted linisher belts including: (40) Norton 32mm x 3810 P320 belts; (10) 
Hermes 150mm x 1600mm linisher belts 60 grit; (20) SAIT 100mm x 3450mm linisher 
belts 100 grit; (10) SAIT 150mm x 1090 linisher belts 60 grit; (90) ATA ABN RALB 20-
80 hobby belts 80 grit 

442 (Approx 100 pairs) Assorted gloves including: Polyco 3121 NitrileGrip, Click 2000 
MPIGXL Maxiflex 34-874 gloves; Showa 451 gloves; Polyco 8702 & Polyco 7533 
TouchStone gloves etc., ( Box A) 

443 (Approx 140 pairs) Assorted gloves including: Flock lined nitrile gloves/gauntlets; 
Marigold & Ansell Aquadri gloves; Polyco Optima; Nitritech; Honeywell Nitri Knit; Ansell 
Alphatec etc., (Box A) 



 

 

444 (14 pairs) Redek R135 Red PUC gauntlets size 9/9.5; (40 pairs) Honeywell SharpFlex 
22 325 23 size 8; ( 7 pairs) Ansell Hynit 32-105 gloves size 10. (Box A) 

445 (190 pairs) Marigold Monotherm standard size gloves (Box A) 

446 (78 pairs) Honeywell KCL Sahara Premium 201 mechanical gloves size 10. (Box A) 

447 (110 pairs) Skytec Gamma 3 Amber cut 3 sponge nitrile palm and ventilated liner, size 
11 gloves. (Box B) 

448 (130 pair) Skytec Sapphire X4 PU palm coated cut 3 size 8 gloves. (Box B) 

449 (130 pair) Skytec Sapphire X4 PU palm coated cut 3 size 8 gloves. (Box B) 

450 ( 20 pair) Showa GP-KV1 KEVLAR Grip cut 3 resistant gloves size 8. (Box B) 

451 (20 pairs) Cestus TOW GRIP 201 mechanical hazard, reinforced oil resistant grip, size 
11 gloves 

452 (20 pairs) Cestus TOW GRIP mechanical hazard, reinforced oil resistant grip, size 11 
gloves 

453 (20 pairs) Cestus TOW GRIP mechanical hazard, reinforced oil resistant grip, size 11 
gloves 

454 (20 pairs) Cestus TOW GRIP mechanical hazard, reinforced oil resistant grip, size 11 
gloves 

455 (20 pairs) Cestus TOW GRIP mechanical hazard, reinforced oil resistant grip, size 11 
gloves 

456 (65 pair) Traffi Glove orange; TC3010-10 Classic 3 size 10 cut resistant gloves; PLUS 
(10 pairs) TG 31240 size 9 Traffi cut resistant gloves. (Box C) 

457 (34 pairs) Skytec Cirrus size 9 polyurethane coated palm, cut resistant gloves. (Box C) 

458 Approx 80 pairs Honeywell assorted gloves comprising: (40 pairs) 2342545/W Vertigo 
Check & Go gloves size 10; (10 pairs) Honeywell 2342552/7 Vertigo Check & Go 
gloves size 7; (24 pairs) Honeywell 2342552 Vertigo cut 3 black nitrile gloves size 11; 
(9 pairs) Honeywell 2342545 size 9 Check & Go cut 5 gloves. (Box C) 

459 Approx 70 pairs Traffi gloves comprising: (20 pairs) TraffiGlove cut 5 Exact 4543 
TG520-8 yellow size 8 gloves; (20 pairs) Traffi Glove cut 5 TG 3140-9 Orange size 9; 
(10 pairs) Traffi Glove TG 558-9 cut 5 green size 9 gloves; (8 pairs) Traffi Glove TG 
122-11 Red Agile cut 1 size 11 gloves (Box C) 

460 (32) Right hand only Vapormatt B5 001 016R medium duty 26" x 8" rubber gauntlets for 
use in wet blast machines. (Box C) 

461 (Approx 100 pairs) Assorted Polyco gloves comprising: (18 pairs) Polyco PHYC 3/09 
size 9 Polyflex Hydro C3 gloves; (9 pairs) Polyco Dyflex 882G size 7 gloves; (4 pairs) 
Polyco Sigma N-Dura 45 nitrile rubber gaunlets size 9; (13 pairs) Maxiflex Ultimate 34-
874 size 6 gloves. PLUS (Approx 60 pairs) Honeywell Camapur 620+ size 10 cut 
resistant gloves (Box C) 

462 (120 pairs) Honeywell 2094145 GripLatex heavy duty size 10 gloves. (Pallet) 

463 (50 pairs) Honeywell KCL GRIPTEX 445+ natural rubber mechanical heavy duty size 9 
gloves. (Pallet) 

464 (55 pairs) Honeywell KCL K-MEX L 995 leather palm and finger tip size 10 gloves for 
oily parts (Pallet) 

465 (84 pairs) Marigold NitroTough N100 Diamond mechanical hazzard size 9 gloves. 
(Pallet) 

466 (80 pair) Showa GP-KV1 KEVLAR grip cut resistant gloves size 8. (Pallet) 

467 (100 pairs) KLASS DEL499 palm coated white PU gloves, general use sizes 8, 6 & 10. 
(Pallet) 



 

 

468 (150 pairs) KLASS DEL499 palm coated white PU gloves, general use sizes 7 & 10. 
(Pallet) 

469 (130 pairs) Honeywell KCL Camapur 616+ gloves comprising: (80 pairs) size 10 & (50 
pairs) size 11. (Pallet) 

470 (70 pairs) assorted gloves comprising: (40 pairs) Tuffsafe size 8 black nylon lined PU 
coated gloves; PLUS (30 pairs) Polyco assorted Matrix P grip gloves. (Pallet) 

471 80 pairs assorted gloves comprising: (50 pairs) Marigold PX120 palm side coated size 
10 gloves; PLUS (30 pairs) Polyco 7650 size 7 white inspection general handling 
gloves; (Pallet) 

472 (20 pairs) Ejendels Tegera sizes 9 & 7, welding and heat resistant 118A /130A gloves. 
(Box E) 

473 (85 pairs) Ansell SafeKnit 72-065 sizes 9 & 7 Dyneema gloves. (Box E) 

474 (Approx 60 pairs) Ansell gloves comprising: (40 pairs) Ansell Hyflex 11-515 cut E size 
11 Nitrile gloves; PLUS (19 pairs) Maxicut 34-450 size 8 & 10  cut 3 gloves; (Box E) 

475 (120 pairs) Ansell Hyflex 11-502 cut resistant nitrile coated gloves size 11 (Box E) 

476 (48 pairs) Ansell Hyflex 11-318 cut resistant cut 3 uncoated gloves size 9 (Box E) 

477 (100 pairs) Polyco Nitron 9603 size 10 fully coated safety cuff mechanical gloves. (Box 
E) 

478 (132 pair) Ansell Hyflex 11-949 size 7 fully coated tactile handling cut resistant gloves 
(Box E) 

479 USED Klapa heavy duty collapsible 1200mm x 1000mm x 900mm high pallet box; Side 
wall opening with pallet base; Black on green base 

480 1 pallet assorted cleaning consumables including: (17) Plastic waste bins; (4) 
Galvanised buckets; Nails, sealants, woodscrews, plastic drain covers; Sack tie tool; 
Kentucky mop heads; Galvanised HD mop bucket; Safety signs, brrom heads etc., 

481 2 pallets assorted office consumables including: Unstrung tags; Paper clips; (6 boxes 
of 30) A4 10part subject dividers; (3 bags elastic bands size 33, 88mm x 3mm; Stencil 
tape, Aluminium foil; Envelopes; (8 packs) A4 Xerox print copy paper; Square cut 
folders; Precut printer labels; Thermal transfer ribbon 2300 etc., 

482 Assorted Matlock hardware including: (5) Matlock 40mm 4 pin padlocks; (4) Various 
brass padlocks;  (4) 100mm strong butt hinges; (8) 75mm safety hasps & staple; (4) 
10mm spring loaded bolts; Galvanised hooks, hinges, Brenton bolts etc., 

483 (7) Rapid HD31 heavy duty stapling pliers with sword anvils 

484 Assorted staplers including (1) Rapesco Spinna Executive; (1) Rapesco Skippa; (2) 
Large staplers, stand up design; Various staples including (25,000) SB 5019 staples 
etc., 

485 (22 boxes of 12 = 264 total) HB pencils with erasers PLUS (20) Pentel Hi polymer 
ZEH10 erasers (65 x 25 x 12mm); PLUS (12) Royal Sovereign Chinagraph pencils; 

486 Assorted office consumables including: (1) Kensington height adjustable wrist pad; (3) 
Q Connect tape dispensers; (1) Casio FX-83GT PLUS Scientific calculator; (1) Helix 
lockable 20 key cabinet; (1) Matlock 93 key cabinet; (1) 2 hole metal paper punch; (2) 
Pen desk sets; (1) Transpal SR80 stretch film dispenser 

487 1 pallet large quantity metric/IUNC fasteners - including cap screws, hex head screws, 
set screws, countersunk screws; Black, high tensile and BZP finish etc., 

488 1 pallet large quantity metric fasteners including: Hexagon nuts, washers, locknuts 
etc.m, PLUS (300) Rawl R-SRS 06063 M5 Golden keys; Coachscrews; (300) Rawlplug 
Cavity fixings and expansion plugs etc., 

489 1 pallet stainless steel fasteners including machine screws, button head screws, 
washers, nuts etc., 



 

 

490 (1) M24 X 3 metre BZP threaded bar PLUS (approx 40 lengths) key steel, silver steel 
PLUS (1) 5mm x 125mm x 1000mm length GFS; PLUS (25) M16 x 48 studding 
connectors BZP 

 
 
 
END OF SALE 

 
 


